


























































novel	 technique	 in	 which	 embryonic	 kidneys	 are	 dissociated	 into	 single	 cells	 and	 then	
reaggregated,	where	they	reassociate	to	form	organotypic	structures.	This	system	may	be	
very	beneficial	 for	 investigating	 the	 cellular	basis	 of	 ureteric	bud	development.	Here,	we	
first	 used	 a	 fluorescent	 UB	 marker,	 Hoxb7:myrVenus,	 and	 time-lapse	 microscopy	 to	




bifurcated,	 and	 appropriately	 expressed	 UB	 tip	 markers	 analogous	 to	 their	 in	 vivo	
counterparts.	We	 also	 found	 that	 cap	mesenchymal	 cells	 are	 attracted	 to	 newly	 formed	








to	 establish	 and	 maintain	 the	 UB	 tip	 progenitor	 domain.	 Chimeric	 renal	 organoids	 that	






2	 (Fgfr2),	another	RTK	expressed	 in	 the	ureteric	bud	and	 important	 for	 its	development,	
also	mediates	 individual	 cell	 rearrangements	 that	 generate	and	maintain	 the	UB	 tips.	UB	
cells	null	for	Fgfr2	were	largely	unable	to	compete	with	wild-type	cells	for	occupancy	of	the	
UB	tips	in	chimeric	renal	organoids.	Using	the	innovative	MASTR	(Mosaic	Mutant	Analysis	
with	 Spatial	 and	 Temporal	 Control	 of	 Recombination)	 technique	 in	 vivo,	 mosaic	
homozygous	 deletion	 of	 Fgfr2	 in	 newly	 formed	 ureteric	 buds	 also	 revealed	 that	mutant	
cells	were	slightly	deficient	in	their	ability	to	contribute	to	Fgfr2	heterozygous	UB	tips.	This	
demonstrates	a	novel,	cell-autonomous	role	of	Fgfr2	in	ureteric	bud	development.		
		 Matrix	 metalloproteinase	 14	 (MMP14)	 is	 a	 membrane-bound	 protein	 known	 to	
participate	 in	 a	 wide	 variety	 of	 cell	 functions	 including	 degradation	 of	 the	 extracellular	
matrix	(ECM),	cell	signaling,	and	cell-autonomous	cell	migration.	It	is	expressed	in	the	UB	
and	was	discovered	 to	 act	downstream	of	Ret-signaling.	Although	needed	 in	 the	ureteric	
epithelium	for	ECM	degradation	and	proper	UB	morphogenesis,	its	specific	function	in	the	
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The	 kidneys	 are	 paired	 organs	 with	 several	 functions.	 They	 serve	 homeostatic	
functions	 such	 as	 the	 regulation	 of	 electrolytes	 or	maintenance	 of	 acid-base	 balance	 and	
also	 secrete	 various	 hormones	 such	 as	 erythropoietin	 to	 stimulate	 red	 blood	 cell	
production	 or	 renin	 to	 regulate	 blood	 pressure	 (Schedl,	 2007;	 Bunn,	 2013;	 Sparks	 et	 al.,	
2014).	 As	 an	 essential	 part	 of	 the	 urinary	 system	 though,	 their	main	 function	 is	 to	 filter	
wastes	 from	 the	 blood	 that	 are	 then	diverted	 to	 the	 bladder	 via	 the	 ureter	 for	 excretion	
(Saxen,	1987;	Schedl,	2007).	Currently	more	than	26	million	Americans	are	suffering	from	
Chronic	 Kidney	 Disease	 (CKD;	 National	 Kidney	 Foundation,	 https://www.kidney.org),	 a	
gradual	loss	in	kidney	function	that	may	go	on	to	result	in	permanent	kidney	failure	and	is	
a	major	cause	of	heart	disease	(Santos-Araújo	et	al.,	2015).	At	present	the	only	way	to	treat	
severe	 cases	 of	 CKD	 and	 other	 kidney	 diseases	 is	 through	 kidney	 dialysis	 or	 kidney	
transplants.	For	end-stage	kidney	failure,	dialysis	is	usually	considered	a	holding	measure	
until	 a	 kidney	 transplant	 can	be	performed.	Renal	 transplants,	 however,	 are	 impeded	by	
the	 scarcity	 of	 appropriate	donor	organs	or	 rejection	of	 the	 transplant	by	 the	 recipient’s	
immune	 system.	 One	 potential	 alternative	 therapy	 that	 has	 gained	 recent	 focus	 is	 tissue	







One	 fundamental	 aspect	of	development	biology	 is	 the	 concept	of	morphogenesis:	
understanding	how	a	group	of	multipotent	cells	organize	and	differentiate	into	a	complex	
organ.	 In	 murine	 kidney	 development,	 morphogenetic	 events	 lead	 to	 the	 formation	 of	





1987).	 	 These	 two	 separate	 compartments	 of	 the	 kidney,	 the	 collecting	 ducts	 and	 the	
nephrons,	arise	mostly	from	two	different	embryonic	tissues,	the	Wolffian	duct	(WD;	also	
called	 the	nephric	duct)	 and	 the	bordering	metanephric	mesenchyme	 (MM),	 respectively	





branching	 UB	 induce	 the	 surrounding	 MM	 to	 undergo	 a	 mesenchymal-to-epithelial	
transition,	thereby	generating	complex	epithelial	structures	that	form	a	connection	to	the	
UB	 tips	 and	 later	 become	 nephrons	 (Quaggin	 et	 al.,	 2008).	 This	 reveals	 a	 reciprocal	
inductive	relationship	whereby	the	mesenchyme	induces	branching	and	growth	of	the	UB	





vary	 by	more	 than	 10-fold,	 and	 low	 nephron	 number	 is	 believed	 to	 be	 a	 significant	 risk	
factor	for	development	of	hypertension	and	chronic	kidney	disease	(Hoy	et	al.,	2008).	It	is	




We	 are	 only	 beginning	 to	 unravel	 the	 spatiotemporal	 requirements	 of	 the	 many	
morphogenetic	and	key	signaling	events	necessary	for	the	development	of	the	WD,	the	UB,	
and	ultimately	development	of	the	whole	kidney.	Early	in	development	(E8.5-E9.5),	the	WD	
and	 the	 adjacent	 nephrogenic	 chord	 (which	 gives	 rise	 to	 the	MM)	 both	 derive	 from	 the	
intermediate	 mesoderm	 (IM),	 a	 narrow	 stripe	 of	 tissue	 that	 runs	 along	 the	 anterior-
posterior	 axis	 between	 the	 paraxial	 somitic	 mesoderm	 and	 the	 lateral	 plate	 mesoderm	
(Figures	 1.1A-E;	 Barak	 et	 al.,	 2005;	 Costantini	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 In	 response	 to	 signals	 from	
these	 tissues	 and	 the	 overlying	 ectoderm,	 the	 Wolffian	 duct	 coalesces	 and	 elongates	
caudally,	 transitioning	 from	 a	 loose	 group	 of	 mesenchymal-like	 cells	 to	 a	 polarized,	
epithelial	tube	(Costantini	et	al.,	2010).	The	extending	WD	interacts	with	the	nephrogenic	
cord	 to	 initially	 produce	 the	 pronephric	 and	 (more	 caudally)	 the	 mesonephric	 tubules,	
which	are	transient	structures	that	contribute	only	to	male	sex	accessory	tissues	in	higher	
vertebrates	(Saxen,	1987).		
There	 has	 been	 a	 lot	 of	 interest	 surrounding	 the	 cellular	mechanisms	 involved	 in	
WD	elongation.	Cells	at	the	caudal	end	of	the	Wolffian	duct	have	been	observed	to	extend	
large	 filopodia,	 a	 feature	 that	 is	 associated	 with	 cell	 migration	 and	 appears	 to	 be	 very	
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important	 (Chia	 et	 al.,	 2011;	Weiss	 et	 al.,	 2014).	Migration	 and	 chemoattraction	 are	 two	
processes	 that	 have	 also	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 important	 for	WD	 formation	 in	 other,	 lower	









of	 either	 Gata3	 or	 the	major	 retinoic	 acid-synthesizing	 enzyme,	 Adlh1a2,	 causes	 a	 great	
reduction	 in	Ret	expression	and	a	degeneration	of	 the	WD	(Grote	et	al.,	2008;	Chia	et	al.,	












green)	and	 the	nephrogenic	chord	(in	blue)	are	situated	at	 the	caudal	end	of	 the	embryo	
and	 run	 along	 the	 anterior-posterior	 axis	 between	 the	 lateral	 plate	 mesoderm	 and	 the	
paraxial	 somatic	mesoderm	 (A).	 Both	 tissues	 form	 from	 the	 intermediate	mesoderm	 (in	
blue)	after	E8.5	(B).	From	E8.5	to	E9.5,	the	ND,	expressing	Gata3,	extends	caudally	towards	
and	fuses	with	the	cloaca	while	coalescing	and	organizing	into	an	epithelial	tube	(C-E).		The	
caudal	 region	 of	 the	 NC	 develops	 into	 a	 specialized	 region	 called	 the	 metanephric	
mesenchyme	(G)	and	the	adjacent	caudal	region	of	the	WD	begins	to	swell	in	the	direction	
of	 the	 MM,	 producing	 a	 pseudostratified	 pattern	 of	 epithelium	 in	 the	 process	 (G).	 The	
ureteric	bud	then	evaginates	from	the	WD	and	enters	the	MM	by	E11	(H)	and	undergoes	its	
first	 bifurcation	 by	 E11.5	 (I).	 By	 E12.5	 the	 UB	 has	 undergone	 two	 or	 three	 rounds	 of	














nephrogenic	 chord	 and	 now	 expresses	 GDNF,	 a	 secreted	 protein	 and	 ligand	 of	 the	 Ret	
receptor	 (Figure	 1.1F	 and	G).	 GDNF/Ret	 signaling	 does	 not	 induce	 the	 formation	 of	 the	








birth	 defects	 such	 as	 renal	 agenesis,	 hypoplasia,	 or	 congenital	 obstructive	 uropathy	
(Costantini,	2006;	Dressler,	2006;	Schedl,	2007;	Shah	et	al.,	2004).	The	bud	quickly	emerges	
and	undergoes	the	first	dichotomous	branching	event	within	the	MM	at	E11.5,	forming	the	
T-stage	 kidney	 (Figure	 1.1H	 and	 I).	 Subsequently,	 the	 ureter	 lengthens	 and	 multiple	
branching	 cycles	 ensue	 (Figure	 1.1J;	 Dressler,	 2006).	 By	 this	 early	 stage	 (E11.5),	 the	
kidney	can	be	explanted,	cultured	on	a	filter	at	an	air-medium	interface,	and	imaged	with	
time-lapse	microscopy.	 The	 kidney	will	 grow	 for	 about	 7	 days	 and	 during	 this	 time,	 the	
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early	 phases	 of	 UB	 branching	morphogenesis	 and	 nephrogenesis	 closely	 approximate	 in	
vivo	development	(although	at	a	 lower	rate;	Srinivas	et	al.	1999a;	Watanabe	et	al.,	2004).	




new	 branches.	 Both	 terminal	 trifurcation	 (where	 the	 ampulla	 into	 three	 branches)	 and	
lateral	branching	(the	outgrowth	of	a	new	segment	 from	an	existing	branch)	occur	much	
less	frequently	and	usually	during	the	first	few	branch	generations	(Watanabe	et	al.,	2004;	
Majumdar	 et	 al.,	 2003).	Around	E15.5,	 the	ureteric	 tree	 enters	 a	phase	during	which	 the	
branch	segments	of	the	6th–8th	branch	generation	start	to	elongate	extensively,	giving	rise	








(c,	d),	Ret	 is	gradually	restricted	to	 just	the	tips	of	 the	branching	epithelium	and	GDNF	is	





The	 signals	 involved	 in	 UB	 morphogenesis	 have	 been	 extensively	 studied	
(Costantini	and	Kopan,	2010;	Dressler,	2006;	Bates,	2011).	The	initial	outgrowth	of	the	UB	
is	 dependent	 on	 many	 of	 the	 same	 signals	 that	 later	 control	 branching	 morphogenesis	
within	the	developing	kidney.	A	major	inducer	is	GDNF,	emanating	from	the	MM	(Figures	
1.2	 and	 1.3),	 as	mice	 lacking	GDNF,	 its	 epithelial	 receptor	Ret,	 or	 its	 co-receptor	Gfrα1,	
frequently	exhibit	failure	to	form	the	ureteric	bud,	which	leads	to	renal	agenesis	(Costantini	
and	Shakya,	2006).	Conversely,	mutations	in	genes	that	usually	limit	the	expression	domain	
of	 GDNF	 (e.g.,	 Slit2,	 Robo2,	 Foxc2)	 or	 that	 render	 the	 WD	 epithelium	 more	 sensitive	 to	
GDNF/Ret	signaling	(Spry1)	tend	to	display	ectopic	and	supernumerary	UBs	that	can	lead	
to	multiplex	kidneys	 	 (Costantini,	2006;	Uetani	et	al.,	2009).	 	As	 the	UB	begins	 to	branch	
within	the	MM,	the	Ret	receptor	(and	co-receptor,	GFRα1)	becomes	down-regulated	in	the	
trunks	of	 the	UB	and	restricted	 to	 the	 tips,	while	GDNF	expression	becomes	restricted	 to	
the	undifferentiated	mesenchyme	surrounding	the	UB	tips	(also	called	cap	mesenchyme),	















the	 primary	 UB	 can	 still	 form	 at	 the	 correct	 position,	 however,	 in	 ~20-40%	 of	mutants	
(Schuchardt	et	al.,	1996),	suggesting	that	 there	are	other	major	signals	 that	contribute	 to	
UB	morphogenesis.	Indeed,	several	investigators	have	established	roles	for	FGF	(fibroblast	
growth	factor)	ligands	in	inducing	ureteric	morphogenesis.	Early	studies	in	either	isolated	
rat	 UB	 cultures	 or	 in	 intact	 rat	 embryonic	 kidney	 explants	 showed	 that	 Fgf2,	 Fgf7,	 and	
Fgf10	 stimulated	growth	and	differentially	 affected	ureteric	branching	 (Qiao	et	 al.,	 2001;	
Qiao	et	al	1999).	In	addition,	overexpression	of	FGF2	or	FGF7	in	developing	rodent	kidneys	
in	 vivo	 led	 to	 cystic	 dilation	 of	 collecting	 ducts	 (Li	 et	 al.,	 2006;	 Nguyen	 et	 al.,	 2006).	
Conversely,	global	deletion	of	Fgf7	(produced	by	cortical	stromal	cells)	or	Fgf10	(expressed	
in	 the	MM)	resulted	 in	viable	mice	with	a	 reduction	 in	ureteric	branch	number	and,	as	a	
secondary	 effect,	 fewer	 nephrons	 (Qiao	 et	 al.,	 1999;	 Ohuchi	 et	 al.,	 2000).	 Additionally,	
whereas	Fgf10+/-	 or	Gdnf+/-	 heterozygote	mice	 had,	 respectively,	 no	 or	 low	 frequency	 (7-





in	 small	 kidneys	with	 ureteric	 defects,	 including	 longer	 branches	 and	 significantly	 fewer	
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and	 EGF,	 respectively),	 show	 an	 overt	 effect	 on	 UB	 growth	 and	 branching,	 a	 double	










Met,	Mmp14,	Cxcr4,	 and	Myb.	Other	GDNF-induced	genes	 (e.g.,	Ret,	Wnt11,	Crlf1,	 Spry1)	
are	 relatively	 insensitive	 to	Etv4/Etv5	 levels	 (dashed	arrow)	and	are	 likely	 regulated	via	
other	 mechanisms.	 Collectively,	 these	 downstream	 genes	 compose	 part	 of	 a	 regulatory	
network	 that	 promotes	 UB	 branching	 morphogenesis,	 and	 other	 aspects	 of	 kidney	
development.	 In	 three	 positive	 feedback	 loops,	 Ret	 signaling	 positively	 regulates	 its	 own	
expression,	Wnt11	 upregulates	 Gdnf,	 and	Met	 encodes	 the	 receptor	 for	HGF,	which	may	
also	 upregulate	 Etv4/Etv5	 (dotted	 arrow).	 Spry1	 is	 an	 inhibitor	 of	 RTK	 signaling	 that	
provides	 negative	 feedback.	 Crlf1	may	 participate	 in	 nephrogenesis.	 Mmp14,	 Cxcr4,	 and	







ase,	 PI3-kinase/Akt,	 and	 PLC-γ	 pathways.	 Inhibiting	 either	 PI3-kinase	 or	 PLC-γ	 severely	
inhibits	UB	growth	and	branching	(Tang	et	al.,	2002;	Jain	et	al.,	2006),	while	inhibiting	the	
Erk	 pathway	 reduces	 the	 rate	 of	 branching	 and	mildly	 inhibits	 elongation	 (Fisher	 et	 al.,	




loop	 that	 that	 reinforces	 the	 tip-specific	 expression	 Ret	 along	 with	 the	 downstream	
signaling	 components.	 There	 are	 negative	 regulators	 of	 this	 feedback	 loop,	 however.	
Sprouty1	(Spry1)	 is	an	intracelleular	protein	whose	expression	is	simultaneously	 induced	
by	RTK	signaling	and	inhibits	RTK	signaling.	Spry1-/-	mutants	develop	multiple	ectopic	UBs,	
increased	 branch	 number,	 and	 multiplex	 kidneys,	 but	 this	 phenotype	 can	 be	 partially	
rescued	 by	 the	 additional	 removal	 of	 either	 Ret	 (Ret-/-;Spry1-/-)	 or	 GDNF	 (Gdnf-/-;Spry1-/-





reinforcing	 the	 idea	 that	 Fgf/Fgfr2	 signaling	 acts	 as	 a	 secondary,	 alternative	 signaling	




In	 an	 effort	 to	 further	 elucidate	 the	 gene	 regulatory	 network	 that	 is	 activated	 by	
GDNF,	 and	 hence	 responsible	 for	 branching	 morphogenesis,	 Lu	 et	 al.,	 2010	 conducted	 a	
genome-wide	 analysis	 of	 mRNA	 expression	 in	 isolated	 ureteric	 buds	 cultured	 with	 or	
without	GDNF.	They	identified	two	ETS	transcription	factors,	Etv4	and	Etv5	that	are	jointly	
required	for	kidney	development	and	seem	to	mediate	the	effects	of	extracellular	cues	on	
UB	 formation	 and	 branching	 morphogenesis.	 These	 two	 genes	 show	 overlapping	
expression	 in	 the	WD	at	E9.5	and	the	subsequent	UB	tips,	a	profile	 that	 is	reminiscent	of	
Ret	 expression.	 Unlike	 Ret,	 however	 they	 are	 also	 mildly	 expressed	 in	 the	 metanephric	
mesenchyme	(Lu	et	al.,	2010).	Mice	that	are	missing	both	genes	show	a	complete	absence	
of	kidney	development,	whereas	mice	that	lack	both	alleles	of	Etv4	and	one	of	Etv5	have	a	








While	 the	 molecular	 control	 of	 ureteric	 bud	 (UB)	 branching	 during	 kidney	
development	 has	 been	 extensively	 studied,	 the	 detailed	 cellular	 events	 underlying	 this	
process	remain	poorly	understood.	What	are	the	cell	behavior	changes	that	may	be	needed	
for	the	UB	epithelium	to	grow	and	change	shape	while	remaining	intact,	and	which	genes	
carry	 out	 these	 specific	 functions?	 In	 order	 to	 form	 a	 branch	 point,	 cells	 may	 need	 to	
proliferate,	move	in	relation	to	each	other,	and/or	change	their	shape	as	well	as	adhesive	
properties.	Although	the	full	extent	of	gene	targets	for	Etv4/5	are	yet	to	be	defined,	several	
downstream	 targets	 (whether	 direct	 or	 indirect)	 that	 may	 mediate	 these	 cell	 behaviors	
have	 been	 identified	 including,	 Myb	 (a	 transcription	 factor	 having	 a	 defined	 role	 in	 the	
proliferation	 of	 progenitor	 populations),	 Cxcr4	 (a	 chemokine	 receptor	 implicated	 in	 cell	
migration	 in	 many	 situations),	 and	 Mmp14	 (Figure	 1.3).	 The	 latter	 is	 a	 matrix	
metalloproteinase	which	may	 promote	 branching	morphogenesis	 by	 local	 remodeling	 of	
the	extracellular	matrix	(ECM),	by	releasing	bound	growth	factors,	or	by	a	novel,	signaling	
mechanism	that	promotes	cell	migration	of	individual	cells	(Mori	et	al.,	2009).	In	the	kidney,	





Figure	 1.4	 –	 RTK-signaling	 dependent	 cell	 movements	 that	 may	 establish	 and	
maintain	 the	 progenitor	 tip	 domain	 of	 the	 UB	 –	 (a-c)	 Schematic	 model	 of	 UB	
morphogenesis	demonstrating	 the	 independent	cell	movements	 that	may	occur	based	on	
the	 level	 of	 RTK	 signaling	 in	 the	WD.	 (a)	 High	 RTK	 signaling	 cells	 (blue)	 and	 low	 RTK-
signaling	cells	(green)	 in	 the	WD	are	 initially	randomly	distributed	and	evenly	dispersed.	
(b)	 Cells	 with	 high	 RTK-signaling	migrate	 (yellow	 arrows)	 to	 the	 site	 of	 UB	 evagination	
adjacent	 to	 MM	 (gray	 ovals),	 establishing	 the	 primary	 tip	 domain.	 (c)	 The	 primary	 tip	




The	 generation	 of	 chimeric	 kidneys,	 for	 the	 study	 of	 cell-autonomous	 effects	 of	
particular	 mutations,	 has	 been	 crucial	 in	 the	 analysis	 of	 complex	 phenotypes	 of	 mutant	
mice	and	 the	underlying	complex	cell	behaviors	 involved. Previous	chimera	studies	have	
shown	that	during	UB	branching	morphogenesis,	RET	is	required	for	cell	rearrangements	
in	the	caudal	WD	that	generate	a	particular	epithelial	domain	that	later	emerges	as	the	tip	
of	 the	 primary	 ureteric	 bud,	 and	 that	 independent	 cell	 movements	 occur	 during	 this	
process	 (Shakya	 et	 al,	 2005b;	 Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 	 Other	 chimeric	 analyses	 using,	 Sprouty1	
mutant,	Etv4/5	mutant,	and	Ret-hypomorph	alleles	revealed	that	the	level	of	Ret-signaling,	











maintenance	 of	 the	 tip	 domain	 in	 the	WD	 and	 during	 branching	morphogenesis	 (Figure	
1.4).	Independent	cell	motility	has	been	observed	in	the	WD	and	in	UB	branches	(Chi	et	al.,	
2009;	Shakya	et	al.,	2006b),	and	varying	levels	of	Ret-signaling	have	been	observed	among	
adjacent	 cells	 in	 wild-type	 Wolffian	 ducts	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 In	 addition,	 cultured	 cells	
expressing	Ret	display	chemotaxis	towards	a	GDNF	source	(Tang	et	al.,	1998),	suggesting	
that	GDNF	may	promote	and/or	guide	these	cell	movements	in	vivo.		It	remains	to	be	seen,	
however,	whether	 other	 RTKs,	 in	 addition	 to	 Ret,	 play	 a	 role	 in	 the	 cell	 rearrangements	
observed	 during	 establishment	 and	 maintenance	 of	 the	 progenitor	 tip	 domain.	
Furthermore,	 identification	 of	 the	 many	 downstream	 effectors	 that	 mediate	 the	 cell-










and	 other	 renal	 cells	 (purple).	 80,000-200,000	 cells	 are	 then	 reaggregated	 by	
centrifugation	 in	 an	 Eppendorf	 tube	 and	 subsequently	 cultured	 for	 4-7	 days.	 Renal	 cells	




an	 Eppendorf	 tube	 at	 the	 desired	 ratio	 to	 form	 a	 mosaic	 cell	 suspension,	 which	 is	
reaggregated	 by	 centrifugation.	 The	 mosaic	 pellet	 is	 then	 cultured	 for	 4-7	 days.	 The	









fixed	embryonic	 stages	 (al-Awqati	 et	 al.,	 1998),	 explanted	whole	kidneys	or	 isolated	UBs	
cultured	 for	 time-lapse	 microscopy	 (Davies,	 1994;	 Watanabe	 et	 al.,	 2004;	 Riccio	 et	 al.,	




eGFP	 (enhanced	 green	 fluorescent	 protein)	 specifically	 in	 the	 UB	 epithelium,	 under	 the	
Hoxb7	 promoter	 (Srinivas	 et	 al.,	 1999a).	 Recently	 a	 novel	 method	 of	 generating	 renal	
organoids	 from	a	single-cell	suspension	of	 fetal	kidney	cells	(Figure	 1.5A)	has	proven	to	
hold	 great	 potential	 for	 both	 the	 study	 of	 kidney	 development	 (Unbekandt	 et	 al.,	 2010;	
Xinaris	et	al.,	2012)	and	regenerative	medicine	(Xinaris	et	al.,	2012;	Xia	et	al.	2013).	In	this	
new	system,	the	formation	of	ureteric	bud-derived	epithelial	structures	and	nephrogenesis	
is	 observed,	 but	 the	 extent	 to	 which	 UB	 morphogenesis	 recapitulates	 in	 vivo	 UB	
development	remains	unclear.	Of	particular	interest	is	the	potential	use	of	renal	organoids	
for	studying	the	important	RTK-signaling-dependent	cell	rearrangements	that	occur	during	




approach	 to	 studying	 UB	 morphogenesis	 can	 set	 the	 stage	 for	 the	 high-throughput,	
streamlined	generation	of	chimeras,	a	process	that	is	often	long	and	laborious	in	vivo,	and	




	 In	 this	 thesis,	 I	 first	 (Chapter	 2)	 use	 kidneys	 expressing	 fluorescent	 proteins	 in	
specific	cell	lineages,	together	with	time-lapse	microscopy,	to	examine	in	more	detail	some	
of	 the	 cellular	 events	 and	 morphogenetic	 processes	 that	 occur	 during	 the	 formation	 of	
renal	organoids	from	dissociated	kidney	cells.	In	Chapter	3,	I	investigate	the	potential	use	
of	 this	 new	 system	 to	 study	 cellular	 rearrangements	 known	 to	 occur	 in	 the	 ureteric	
epithelium	 that	 help	 form	 and	 maintain	 the	 progenitor	 tip	 domain	 during	 kidney	 UB	

























During	 vertebrate	 kidney	 organogenesis,	 the	 primary	 ureteric	 bud	 (UB)	 emerges	
from	 the	 Wolffian	 duct	 in	 response	 to	 signals	 primarily	 emanating	 from	 the	 adjacent	
metanephric	 mesenchyme.	 It	 then	 undergoes	 a	 series	 of	 reiterative	 branch	 events	 that	
gives	rise	 to	 the	urinary	collecting	system	(collecting	ducts,	 calyces,	pelvis	and	ureter)	of	
the	adult	kidney	(Shah	et	al.,	2009;	Dressler,	2006).	This	UB	branching	morphogenesis	 is	
essential	for	the	development	of	the	mouse	renal	system	as,	in	a	reciprocal	fashion,	the	tips	
of	 the	 branching	UB	 induce	 the	 surrounding	mesenchyme	 to	 differentiate	 into	 nephrons	
(Saxen,	 1987;	 Costantini,	 2012).	 As	 such,	 many	 research	 groups	 have	 focused	 on	 the	
morphogenetic	 events	 that	 lead	 to	 the	 growth	 and	development	of	 the	ureteric	 bud,	 and	
have	done	so	using	a	variety	of	methods.	Most	of	our	broad	knowledge	of	renal	branching	
morphogenesis	 has	 been	 determined	 from	 embryonic	 kidneys	 that	 were	 dissected	 and	
studied	at	different,	 fixed	gestational	stages	(al-Awqati	et	al.,	1998).	While	these	methods	
can	provide	an	accurate	picture	of	 the	status	of	branching	at	any	given	time,	 they	cannot	
unambiguously	 describe	 the	 sequence	 of	 morphogenetic	 events	 that	 gave	 rise	 to	 a	
particular	structure.		
Consequently,	 other	 means	 of	 studying	 UB	 branching	 morphogenesis	 have	 been	




2004;	 Riccio	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 This	 is	 one	 of	 the	 most	 useful	 tools	 for	 studying	 kidney	
development,	as	many	aspects	of	its	development,	particularly	branching	morphogenesis	of	
the	 collecting	 duct	 system,	 can	 be	 elucidated	 with	 high	 resolution	 via	 time-lapse	
microscopy.	 Moreover,	 the	 administration	 of	 some	 pharmacological	 agents	 can	 be	
performed	 without	 concerns	 about	 their	 effects	 on	 other	 aspects	 of	 mouse	 physiology	
(Kanwar	et	al.,	1997;	Fisher	et	al.,	2001;	Watanabe	et	al.,	2004).		
Similarly,	primary	ureteric	bud	epithelial	cell	cultures	too	have	routinely	been	used	
to	 study	 cell	 motility	 and	 cell	 adhesion,	 among	 other	 important	 aspects	 of	 UB	







are	 activated,	 and	 start	 moving	 toward	 the	 opening	 to	 close	 the	 scratch.	 This	
movement/migration	occurs	until	the	edges	meet	again	and	the	cells	are	able	to	establish	
new	 cell–cell	 contacts	 (Kuure,	 2012).	 This	 system	 has	 also	 proven	 to	 be	 useful	 for	
comparing	 the	 motility	 between	 cells	 of	 different	 origins,	 such	 as	 those	 derived	 from	
mutant	versus	wildtype	kidneys	(Kuure	et	al.,	2010b).	
Immortalized	 kidney	 cell	 lines,	 such	 as	 the	 popular	 Madin-Darby	 Canine	 Kidney	
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epithelial	 (MDCK)	 cells	 (Montesano	 et	 al.,	 1991),	murine	 inner	medullary	 collecting	 duct	
(mIMCD3;	Barros	et	al.,	1995;	Cantley	et	al.,	1994),	and	immortalized	ureteric	bud	cell	lines	
(Sakurai	 et	 al.,	 1997)	 have	 proven	 useful	 as	 well.	 Since	 these	 cell	 lines	 can	 be	 induced,	
under	 certain	 conditions,	 to	 undergo	 “branching	 tubulogenesis”,	 they	 have	 served	 as	 a	
simple	and	quick	system	to	study	the	growth	factors	and	signaling	cascades	that	affect	this	
process	(Derman	et	al.,	1995;	Montesano	et	al.,	1991;	Santos	et	al.,	1993b).	They	have	also	




With	 these	 investigative	 tools,	 a	 considerable	 amount	 of	 knowledge	 on	molecular	
and	cellular	control	of	ureteric	bud	branching	has	been	accumulating	during	the	past	few	
decades,	 but	 they	 each	 have	 their	 drawbacks.	 Explanted	 kidneys	 lose	 their	 three-





explanted	 (and,	 of	 course,	 in	 vivo)	 kidneys,	 and	 the	 techniques	 used	 that	 lead	 to	 cell	






mesenchyme,	 when	 isolated	 from	 the	 ureteric	 bud,	 dissociated	 to	 single	 cells,	 and	
recombined	 with	 dissociated	 spinal	 cord,	 was	 still	 competent	 to	 produce	 nephron-like	
patterned	 structures	 (Auerbach	 et	 al.,	 1958).	 This	 suggested	 a	 considerable	 potential	 for	
self-organization	of	dissociated	renal	cells.	While	tissue	dissociation	and	reaggregation	was	
effective	 in	 the	 context	 of	 heterologous	 recombination	 (spinal	 cord/metanephric	
mesenchyme),	reaggregation	of	single	cells	derived	from	the	whole	embryonic	kidney	has	
had	 a	 very	 limited	 success	 for	 reconstitution	 and	 self-organization	 (Coles	 et	 al.,	 1993;	
Unbekandt	et	al.,	2010).	 In	 these	previous	studies,	 it	was	discovered	that	dissociated	and	
reagreggated	 embryonic	 kidneys	 cells	 can	 form	 epithelial	 structures	 in	 a	 very	 limited	
fashion,	but	the	further	development	of	these	structures	is	limited	by	widespread	cell	death	
without	 pharmacological	 intervention.	 In	 this	 situation,	 the	 reassociated	 ureteric	 bud	
structures	 appear	 to	 lose	 much	 of	 their	 capacity	 to	 branch	 and	 induce	 adjacent	
metanephric	 mesenchyme.	 A	 key	 new	 step	 has	 been	 added	 to	 this	 method,	 however,	
opening	up	a	revolutionary	new	approach	 to	studying	kidney	development.	Unbekandt	et	
al.,	2010	found	that	inhibition	of	Rho-associated	kinase	(ROCK)	enhances	embryonic	kidney	
cell	 survival,	 which	 leads	 to	 the	 formation	 and	 development	 of	 ureteric	 bud	 epithelial	





2013).	Recently,	ROCK	 inhibitors	have	been	demonstrated	 to	 inhibit	 apoptosis	 of	 human	
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embryonic	 stem	 cells	 induced	 by	 dissociation	 (Watanabe	 K	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 In	 addition,	
Y27632	(a	ROCK	inhibitor)	has	previously	been	shown	to	enhance	ureteric	bud	growth	in	
explant	cultures	(Meyer	et	al.,	2006).		
Investigating	 ureteric	 bud	 branching	 morphogenesis	 with	 this	
“dissociation/reaggregation”	 system	 affords	 many	 of	 the	 advantages	 of	 a	 cell	 culture	
system,	but	in	a	more	realistic	and	organotypic	context.	By	including	a	stage	in	which	cells	
are	 in	 a	 single-cell	 suspension,	 this	 presents	 the	 opportunity	 for	 the	 easy	mixing	of	 cells	
from	 different	 sources	 or	 cells	 that	 have	 been	 submitted	 to	 various	 treatments.	 For	
instance,	via	cell-mixing,	chimeric	organoids	can	easily	be	generated	at	the	desired	level	of	
mosaicism	 in	order	 to	study	 the	cell-autonomous	nature	of	mutations	 that	affect	ureteric	
bud	morphogenesis.	Generating	chimeras	 in	vivo,	on	 the	other	hand,	 is	 an	arduous,	 time-
consuming	process	that	 involves	establishing	embryonic	stem	cell	 lines,	 the	manipulation	
of	blastocysts,	and	mouse	surgery	(Shakya	et	al.,	2005b;	Chi	et	al.,	2009).		In	contrast,	stem	
cells	 and	 other	 cells	 can	 easily	 be	 added	 to	 the	 single-cell	 suspension	 to	 analyze	 their	
developmental	potential	during	renal	organogenesis	(Unbekandt	et	al.,	2010,	Hendry	et	al.,	
2013).	 Additionally,	 siRNAs	 and	 other	macromolecules	 have	 excellent	 access	 to	 ureteric	
bud	and	other	renal	cells	at	the	stage	when	the	kidney	cells	have	been	dissociated	but	not	
yet	 reaggregated	 (Unbekandt	 et	 al.,	 2010,	Davies	 and	Unbekandt,	 2012).	 	 Thus	 the	 renal	
organoid	 system	 is	 in	 many	 ways	 intermediate	 in	 its	 advantages	 and	 disadvantages	






development	 of	 renal	 organoids,	 and	 we	 characterize	 the	 subsequent	 morphogenesis	 of	
ureteric	bud	structures	and	 their	 interaction	with	 the	mesenchymal	 compartment.	These	






In	order	 to	visualize	 the	ureteric	bud	cells	as	 they	 form	ureteric	bud	structures	 in	
the	renal	organoids,	E12.5	mouse	kidneys	containing	 the	ureteric	bud	marker	Hoxb7:GFP	
or	Hoxb7:myrVenus	 (expressing	a	membrane-bound	 form	of	YFP)	were	dissociated	 into	a	




for	 whole	 kidney	 culture.	 To	 visualize	 individual	 cell	 behaviors,	 kidney	 culture	 was	






ureteric	 bud	 (UB)	 cells	 came	 together	 to	 re-form	 ureteric	 bud	 structures.	 Early	 in	 the	
cultures,	 the	 individual	 UB	 cells,	 as	 well	 as	 UB	 cells	 within	 UB	 structures	 (on	 their	
periphery),	extended	long	cellular	processes	that	established	cell-cell	contact	with	other	UB	
cells,	and	this	lead	to	the	re-formation	epithelial	UB	structures	(Figure	2.1).		In	this	regard,	
the	dissociated	UB	cells	 resemble	cells	at	 the	 tip	of	 the	nephric	duct	during	nephric	duct	
elongation,	 which	 have	 not	 yet	 formed	 an	 epithelial	 tube,	 and	 which	 are	 thought	 to	 be	
involved	in	the	caudal	migration	of	the	duct	tip	(Chia	et	al.,	2011;	Weiss	et	al.,	2014).	This	
suggests	 that	 dissociated	UB	 cells	 transiently	 revert	 to	 an	 earlier	 developmental	 state	 in	
this	culture	system,	leading	to	the	reformation	of	epithelial	tubules.	
By	 24	 hours,	 the	 accretion	 of	 most	 UB	 cells	 into	 multicellular	 structures	 was	
complete,	 and	 two	 types	 of	 UB	 structures	 were	 visible:	 spheroids	 and	 tubules	 (Figure	
2.2A).	These	early	UB	tubules	either	took	the	form	of	simple	tubules	or	else	presented	as	
more	 elaborate,	 “pseudo-branched”	 tubules.	 	 We	 call	 these	 “pseudo-branched”	 because	
they	did	not	form	through	conventional	bifurcation	but	instead	by	the	fusion	of	several	pre-
existing	 tubular	 structures.	 These	 pseudo-branched	 tubular	 structures	 sometimes	 fused	
with	 each	 other	 to	 form	 yet	 even	 larger	 branched	 structures	 that	 went	 on	 to	 grow	 and	
bifurcate	after	this	initial	self-association	process.	Moreover,	when	a	single-cell	suspension	
containing	 cells	with	 two	different	 color	UB	markers	was	 reaggregated,	 the	 resulting	UB	
structures	 that	 formed	 during	 the	 first	 24	 hours	were	mosaic;	 individual	 red	 and	 green	
cells	could	be	seen	to	aggregate	to	form	a	multicellular	structure.	 	This	further	confirmed	






organoid	 system.	Reaggregated	 renal	 cells	 from	E12.5	Hoxb7:GFP	 kidneys	were	used	 to	





cell-cell	contact	 is	established.	Cells	maintain	contact	while	retracting	 the	processes,	 thus	
reaggregating	 to	 form	 part	 of	 a	 larger	 UB	 structure.	 (B)	 shows	 a	 160-minute	 time-lapse	










Figure	 2.2	 –	 Individual	 cells	 self-assemble	 to	 form	 UB	 spheroids	 and	 “pseudo-
branched”	UB	tubules	during	the	first	24	hours	of	culture.	(A)	shows	the	same	region	
in	 selected	 frames	 from	 a	 24-hour	 time-lapse	 of	 reaggregated	 renal	 cells	 derived	 from	
E12.5	Hoxb7:GFP	 kidneys.	They	 reveal	 the	 self-assembly	of	UB	 spheroids	 (within	 the	 red	
dotted	 line),	 UB	 tubules	 (within	 green	 dotted	 lines),	 and	 “pseudo-branched”	 UB	 tubules	
(within	 the	 green	 solid	 line).	Two	examples	 in	 (B)	 show	selected	 frames	 from	a	24-hour	
time-lapse	of	a	1:1	mixture	of	Hoxb7:myrVenus	 and	Hoxb7cre;Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	 cells	 that	
have	 been	 reaggregated	 and	 cultured.	 Both	 cells	 types	 are	 initially	 well	 dispersed	 and	






Beyond	 the	 first	 24	 hours	 of	 culture,	 the	 UB	 structures	 then	 underwent	
morphogenetic	 changes	 reminiscent	 of	 in	 vivo	 kidney	 development,	 including	 tubule	
elongation,	ampulla	formation,	branching,	and	cell	proliferation.	By	day	2	(48	hours),	many	
of	the	UB	spheroids	elongated	to	form	more	oblong	shapes	with	distinct	ends	and	most	of	
the	 simple	 and	 “pseudo-branched”	 UB	 tubules	 formed	 from	 self-assembly	 in	 the	 early	
culture	had	 started	 to	branch	(Figures	 2.3A,	 B,	 and	 F).	 From	day	2	 to	3,	many	of	 these	
elongated	UB	tubules	(derived	from	UB	spheroids)	started	to	undergo	bona-fide	branching	
(defined	as	 the	growth	of	new	branches	 from	an	existing	tubule,	rather	 than	by	 fusion	of	
two	or	more	tubules)	(Figure	2.3B,	C,	and	F).	The	UB	tubules	grew,	formed	ampullae,	and	
some	 of	 the	 ampullae	 bifurcated	 to	 form	 new	 structures	 with	 numerous	 branches	 that,	
themselves,	 sometimes	 elongated	 and	 branched.	 As	 such,	 by	 6	 days	 in	 culture,	 some	UB	
structures	 had	 undergone	 multiple	 rounds	 of	 branching	 (Inset	 1	 in	 Figure	 2.3),	 and	
despite	 these	elaborate	branches	growing	 in	many	directions,	 they	 rarely	 contacted	each	




















Hoxb7:myrVenus	 renal	 organoids	 generated	 from	 E12.5	 kidneys.	 (A’-E’)	 and	 (A’’-	 E’’)	 are	
enlarged	images	of	the	regions	shown	in	Insets	1	and	2,	respectively.	UB	spheroids	elongate	
from	1	day	to	2	days	(brackets	in	[A]	and	[B]).		
Bona	 fide	 branching	 among	 UB	 tubules	 (purple	 dotted	 lines	 in	 Inset	 1	 images)	 and	 UB	
spheroids	(orange	dotted	line	in	Inset	2	images)	can	be	observed	beginning	on	day	2.		The	
UB	structure	in	Inset	1	can	also	be	seen	undergoing	a	second	round	of	branching	in	(E,	E’).	
Arrows	 in	 (B-D)	and	(C’,D’)	 show	a	 thickening	of	 the	oldest	 trunk	or	base	portions	of	UB	
structures,	 and	 (E)	 shows	 substantial	 lengthening	 of	 UB	 tubules	 after	 4	 days	 of	 culture.	









Cell	 proliferation	 makes	 a	 significant	 contribution	 to	 UB	 morphogenesis	 in	 vivo	
(Michael	 et	 al.,	 2004).	 Abundant	 proliferation	 is	 observed	 at	 multiple	 stages	 of	 renal	
organoid	morphogenesis.	 At	 day	 1	 (24	 hours)	 UB	 spheroids	 and	 non-UB	 tissues	 exhibit	
actively	 dividing	 cells,	 as	 demonstrated	 by	 phospho-Histone	 H3	 immunofluorescence	




cell	 division	 occurring	 in	 the	 lumens	 of	 single-layered	 UB	 tubules	 as	 has	 recently	 been	
characterized	in	the	in	vivo	kidney	during	early	branching	morphogenesis	(Packard	et	al.,	
2013;	Figures	 2.4B-C’).	 Furthermore,	when	 reaggregated	cells	 at	 the	 start	of	 culture	are	








no	 Mitomycin	 C	 treatment	 displayed	 relatively	 normal	 growth	 (Figures	 2.4E-E4).	 As	 a	





















A	 hallmark	 and	 essential	 characteristic	 of	 in	 vivo	 kidney	 development	 is	 the	
existence	 of	 a	 specialized	 domain	 at	 the	 tips	 of	 the	 branching	 UB	 where	 most	 of	 the	
epithelial	growth	and	branching	occurs	(Michael	et	al.,	2004;	Watanabe	et	al.,	2004).	This	
progenitor	 tip	 domain	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 express	many	 specific	markers	 critical	 for	 its	
proper	 function,	 including	Ret	 (Pachnis	 et	 al.,	 1993)	 and	Wnt11	 (a	 secreted	protein	 that	
maintains	normal	GDNF	expression	levels	 in	the	MM;	Majumdar	et	al.,	2003),	while	these	
genes	are	not	expressed	 in	 the	UB	trunks.	Using	gene	expression	reporter	mice	 for	 these	
two	 genes	 (RetGFP	and	 Wnt11RFP-IRES-Cre,	 respectively),	 the	 presence	 of	 a	 tip	 domain	 was	
investigated	during	 the	UB	morphogenesis	of	 renal	organoids.	Robust	expression	of	both	
Ret	 and	Wnt11	was	visible	 at	 the	 ends	of	 tubules	 and	branches	 starting	 at	 three	days	of	
culture	 (Figures	 2.5C-E’,	 F-J’).	 Although	 there	was	 a	 small	minority	 of	 tubule	 ends	 that	
lacked	tip	marker	expression,	these	tended	to	be	tubules	that	were	stagnant	throughout	the	
time	 course,	 lacking	 growth	 and	 branching	 (Arrows	 in	 Figures	 2.5C-E).	 Conversely,	
extensive	UB	tubule	growth	and	branching	occured	in	tubules	with	strong	expression	of	Ret	
and	Wnt11	 in	the	UB	tubule	tips,	and	tip	marker	expression	was	maintained	in	the	tips	of	
new	 branches,	 recapitulating	 the	 in	 vivo	 expression	 pattern.	 	 Ret	 reporter	 expression	
differed	from	the	Wnt11	reporter	expression	in	that	the	Ret	expression	pattern	appeared	to	
be	more	broad,	extending	partially	into	the	“trunk”	regions	of	the	UB	tubules,	rather	than	







(A-E’)	 shows	 a	 6-day	 time	 course	 of	 renal	 organoids	 generated	 from	 E12.5	
Hoxb7cre;Rosa26Tomato/+;RetGFP/+	 kidneys.	 Recombination	 of	 Rosa26Tomato	 by	 Hoxb7cre	
causes	 the	 red	 fluorescent	 protein	 Tomato	 to	 be	 expressed	 throughout	 the	 ureteric	 bud	
epithelium.	 GFP	 fluorescence	 (green)	 can	 be	 seen	 at	 the	 ends	 of	many	 UB	 tubules	 (red)	
from	2	days	and	onwards.	(A’-E’)	shows	the	GFP	channel	only	of	the	same	images	in	(A-E).	
Ret-expressing	tips	can	be	seen	undergoing	dramatic	morphogenesis,	exhibiting	elongation	
and	 branching	 (dotted	 white	 lines	 in	 B-E’),	 while	 non-Ret-expressing	 tips	 exhibit	 very	
limited	or	no	growth	(arrows	in	C-E).		

















Figure	 2.6	 –	 Renal	 organoid	 Ret	 mRNA	 expression	 recapitulates	 the	 in	 vivo	 Ret	
expression	pattern.	(A,	B)	and	(C,	D)	show	two	different	regions	of	Hoxb7:myrVenus	renal	
organoids	at	72	hrs	(A,	C)	and	96	hrs	(B,	D).	(B’)	and	(D’)	show	a	Ret	in	situ	hybridization	of	





Investigating	 metanephric	 mesenchyme	 interactions	 with	 UB	 structures	 in	 renal	
organoids	
It	 has	 been	 demonstrated	 that	 renal	 organoids	 display	 extensive	 nephrogenesis,	
developing	 renal	 vesicles,	 comma-shaped	 bodies,	 and	 S-shaped	 bodies,	 morphologies	
typical	 of	 the	normal	 sequence	of	 nephron	development	 in	vivo	 (Unbekandt.	 et	 al.,	 2010,	
Hendry	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 	 The	distal	 pole	 of	 some	nephron	 structures	were	 also	 observed	 to	
connect	to	mature	UB	structures,	in	a	manner	similar	to	intact	kidneys.		However,	the	very	
initial	 steps	 in	 the	 interaction	between	 forming	UB	 tubules	and	nephron	progenitor	 cells	
remained	 to	 be	 investigated.	 Using	 a	 lineage	 marker	 for	 the	 cap	 mesenchyme	
(Six2creGFP/+;Rosa26Tomato/+)	 in	 conjunction	with	 a	ureteric	bud	marker	 (Hoxb7:myrVenus+	)	
has	allowed	us	 to	visualize	 the	cap	mesenchyme	cells	and	 their	 interaction	with	UB	cells	
during	the	self-organization	of	renal	organoids,	and	during	the	later	growth	and	branching	
of	 the	 ureteric	 bud	 structures.	 We	 observed	 that	 Six2-lineage	 mesenchyme	 cells	 were	
initially	widely	dispersed	(Figure	7	A’’)	but	began	to	robustly	envelop	most	UB	structures	




Six2-lineage	 cell	 clusters	 could	 be	 found	 closely	 associated	 with	 specific	 points	 of	 UB	
elongation	and	branching,	 as	demonstrated	by	 time-lapse	microscopy	 (Figure	 2.8A-A’’’).	








Figure	2.7	–	Cap	mesenchymal	 cells	 surround	established	UB	structures	within	 the	
first	 24	 hours	 of	 renal	 organoid	 cultures.	 (A-G’’)	 show	 selected	 frames	 from	24-hour	
time	 lapse	 image	 series	 of	 dissociated	 and	 reaggregated	 cells	 derived	 from	 E12.5	
Hoxb7:myrVenus;Six2creGFP/+;Rosa26Tomato/+	 kidneys.	 From	 an	 initial	 mixture	 of	 UB	 cells	
(green)	and	metanephric	mesenchymeal	(MM)	cells	(red)(A-A’’),	UB	cells	self-assemble	into	
UB	spheres	at	6	and	8	hours	of	culture	(B-C’’),	and	are	situated	in	a	field	of	MM	cells	that	is	












lapse	 from	 58	 to	 72	 hrs	 of	 renal	 organoids	 derived	 from	 E12.5	
Hoxb7:myrVenus;Six2creGFP/+;Rosa26Tomato/+	 kidneys.	 Arrows	 show	 a	 cluster	 of	 Six2-lineage	
MM	cells	on	one	side	of	an	elongating	UB	tubule.	The	UB	tubule	can	be	observed	branching	
into	 the	 MM	 cell	 cluster.	 (B-E’’’)	 show	 4	 regions	 of	 Hoxb7cre;Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	
reaggregates	 of	 E12.5	 kidneys	 during	 a	 time	 course	 from	 3	 to	 5	 days.	 (B-D’’)	 The	 UB	
segments	 (red)	 that	 elongate	 and/or	branch	 correlate	with	 surrounding	 clusters	of	 Six2+	
cap	mesenchymal	cells	(green)	when	Six2	immunofluorescence	is	performed	on	the	5-day	







or	 similar	developmental	potential	 as	 the	 standard	E12.5	kidneys	or	previously	 reported	
E11.5	 kidneys	 (Unbekandt	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 E14.5	 Hoxb7:myrVenus	 kidneys	 were	 thus	
dissociated	 and	 reaggregated	 in	 identical	 fashion	 to	 the	 younger	 embryonic	 kidneys	 and	
cultured	 for	 numerous	 days	 (Figure	 2.9A).	 As	 with	 E12.5	 UB	 cells,	 E14.5	 UB	 cells	 self-
assembled	 into	 UB	 spheroids	 and	 UB	 tubules	 by	 24	 hours	 of	 culture,	 and	 these	 UB	
structures	were	 subsequently	 able	 to	 grow,	 elongate,	 and	 bifurcate	 during	 a	 5-day	 time-
course	(Figure	2.9B).		Because	the	process	of	dissociation	and	reaggregation	of	renal	cells	
allows	 for	 the	 easy	mixture	 of	 cells	 from	 different	 sources	 at	 the	 single-cell	 suspension	
stage,	we	were	able	to	further	compare	the	developmental	potential	of	older	and	younger	
embryonic	renal	cells.	To	this	end,	renal	cells	were	harvested	from	E12.5	and	E14.5	kidneys	





E12.5	or	E14.5	UB	cells	 to	 form	part	of	 the	 renal	organoids	as	demonstrated	by	 the	salt-
and-pepper	patterning	within	UB	structures	throughout	the	time-course	(Figure	7D).	This	
supports	 the	 idea	 that	 E14.5	 UB	 cells	 retain	 a	 similar	 developmental	 potential	 as	 their	
younger,	E12.5	counterparts	and	that	older	embryonic	kidneys	can	also	be	used	to	generate	








Figure	 2.9	 –	 E14.5	 and	 E12.5	 renal	 cells	 show	 a	 similar	 potential	 for	 UB	
morphogenesis	 in	 renal	 organoids.	 (A,	 B)	 shows	 the	 development	 of	 whole	 renal	
organoids	 composed	 of	 Hoxb7myrVenus	 E14.5	 cells.	 (A)	 illustrates	 the	 scheme	 used	 to	
create	 these	 E14.5	 renal	 organoids;	white	 dots	 indicate	 UB	 cells	 and	 black	 dots	 indicate	








and	counted	with	a	hemocytometer.	Cells	 from	each	stage	were	 then	mixed	 to	produce	a	
1:1	ratio	that	was	then	reaggregated	by	centrifugation	and	cultured.	At	30	min	of	culture	
there	is	a	well	dispersed	and	evenly	distributed	mixture	of	E14.5	(green)	and	E12.5	(red)	
cells.	 (D)	 shows	 a	 3-day	 time	 course	 (from	 1	 to	 3	 days)	 of	 UB	 structures	 undergoing	






Previous	 studies	 using	 renal	 organoids	 have	 focused	 on	 its	 use	 for	 studying	
nephrogenesis	 (Unbekandt	et	al.,	2010;	Xinaris	et	al.,	2012).	The	utility	of	 this	method	 in	
studying	UB	morphogenesis	has	been	less	clear	and	is	dependent	on	the	extent	to	which	it	
recapitulates	 UB	morphogenesis	 in	 vivo.	 From	 our	 findings,	 we	 believe	 this	 method	 has	
great	 potential	 to	 be	 used	 as	 a	 model	 of	 kidney	 organogenesis	 in	 general	 and	 UB	
morphogenesis	in	particular.	Using	fluorescent	reporters	controlled	by	regulatory	elements	
from	 the	Hoxb7	 gene,	 a	 ureteric	 bud	 marker,	 we	 were	 able	 to	 easily	 visualize	 the	 self-







by	 Six2+	 nephron	 progenitor	 cells.	 The	 encircling	 of	 early	 UB	 structures	 by	 these	
mesenchymal	cells	has	previously	been	reported	(Xinaris	et	al.,	2012),	but	here	we	reveal	
that	 robust	 condensation	 of	mesenchymal	 cells	 begins	 only	 after	 the	UB	 structures	 have	










to	 in	 vivo	 and	 cultured	 kidneys,	 even	 displaying	 characteristic	 ampullae	 and	 T-shaped	
branches.	We	 conlcuded	 that	 the	majority	 of	 first	 branching	 events	 occur	 by	 day	 two	 of	
culture	 among	 individual	 UB	 tubules,	 and	 by	 day	 three	 among	 individual	 UB	 spheroids,	









division	 was	 observed	 throughout	 UB	 structures	 at	 various	 renal	 organoid	 stages,	 and	
Mitomycin	 C	 treatment	 (used	 to	 prevent	 proliferation)	 inhibited	 the	 elongation	 and	
branching	of	UB	structures.	We	also	report	the	potential	use	of	older	embryonic	kidneys	for	
the	study	of	UB	morphogenesis	 in	renal	organoids.	When	competing	with	E12.5	UB	cells,	
E14.5	UB	 cells	 had	 comparable	 ability	 to	 form	part	 of	 both	 trunk	 and	 tip	portions	of	UB	
structures,	 and	 renal	organoids	 composed	entirely	of	E14.5	 cells	were	 to	grow,	 elongate,	
and	undergo	branching	morphogenesis.		
Although	 the	 new	 system	 produces	 many	 small	 collecting	 duct	 “tree-lets”	 rather	
than	a	single	connected	tree	and	there	in	no	global	corticomedullary	organization,	as	would	
occur	 in	 in	vivo	or	explant	kidneys,	 the	spatial	organization	of	 individual,	 late-stage	renal	
organoids	 is	quite	 similar	 to	 intact	 kidneys.	Thick	 trunk-like	 regions	 that	 appear	 to	have	
undergone	remodeling	 lead	 into	 thin,	elongated	tubules	 that	 lead	 into	branching	tips	and	
developing	nephrons.	
In	 this	 experimental	 system,	 kidneys	 dissociated	 to	 single	 cells	 are	 able	 to	
reaggregate	and	re-form	complex	kidney-like	structures.	One	important	application	is	that	
this	will	allow	the	generation	of	 in	vitro	chimeras	derived	from	genetically	heterogeneous	
sources,	 to	 test	 for	 the	 cell-autonomous	 nature	 of	 mutations,	 for	 instance.	 In	 addition,	




disappointing	 (Lee	 et	 al.,	 2008).	 This	may	 be	 largely	 due	 to	 the	 poor	 accessibility	 of	 the	
ureteric	 bud	 and	 the	metanephric	mesenchyme,	which	 are	 buried	 underneath	 a	 layer	 of	





differentiation.	 When	 they	 subsequently	 reaggregated	 the	 renal	 cells,	 they	 observed	 a	
marked	 knockdown	 of	 WT1	 and	 a	 cell-autonomous	 inhibitory	 effect	 on	 nephron	
differentiation	from	metanephric	mesenchyme	(WT1	knocked-down	cells	had	a	decreased	
ability	to	contribute	to	developing	nephrons	when	mixed	with	untreated	cells).	We	should	
expect	 knockdown	 of	 genes	 in	 the	 UB	 to	 be	 as	 efficient	 and,	 with	 this	 detailed	
characterization	 of	 UB	 morphogenesis	 in	 renal	 organoids,	 any	 potential	 effect	 observed	
should	be	relevant	to	in	vivo	UB	development	and	can	be	interpreted	accordingly.			
This	 new	 system	 for	 creating	 renal	 organoids	 through	 the	 dissociation	 and	
reaggregation	 of	 embryonic	 kidneys	 represents	 perhaps	 one	 of	 the	 simplest	 and	 most	
accessible	 systems	 for	 the	 study	 of	 UB	 morphogenesis	 and	 mesenchymal–epithelial	
interactions	 relevant	 to	 early	 kidney	 development.	 While	 possessing	 its	 own	 particular	
limitations,	 the	 in	 vitro	 organoid	 system	 can	 be	 used	 to	 complement	 genetic	 or	 organ	
culture	approaches	using	 intact	kidneys.	To	 the	extent	 that	 this	kind	of	approach	reflects	





Dissociation	 of	 embryonic	 kidneys.	 E12.5	 or	 E14.5	 mouse	 embryonic	 kidneys	 were	
harvested	and	dissected	in	CO2-Independent	media		(Life	Technologies:	Cat#	18045-088).	
The	 embryonic	 rudiments	were	 then	 placed	 in	 .025%	Trypsin/EDTA	 (Life	 Technologies:	
Cat#	25200)	for	5	min	at	37°C.	Organs	were	stabilized	in	200-500µl	Kidney	Culture	Media	
(KCM;	DMEM	[Life	Technologies]	+	10%	fetal	bovine	serum	+	1%	Penicillin/Streptomycin)	
for	 10	 min	 at	 37°C	 then	 dissociated	 by	 trituration	 (using	 a	 standard	 plastic	 pipette	 tip	
attached	to	a	Gilson	20	or	200µl	Pipetman)	and	filtered	through	a	40mm	cell	strainer	(BD	
Falcon,	 Oxford,	 UK)	 by	 gravity.	 The	 degree	 of	 dissociation	 was	 monitored	 by	 dissection	
microscope.	The	cells	were	then	sometimes	counted	using	a	hemocytometer.	One	wild-type	
E12.5	kidney	typically	yielded	about	40,000	cells.	
Culture	 of	 reassociated	 kidney	 cell	 pellets.	 80,000-200,000	 dissociated	 cells	 in	 KCM		
were	 lightly	 centrifuged	 in	 1.5ml	 Eppendorf	 tubes	 at	 1600g	 for	 8min.	 A	 Wiretrol®	
(Drummond	Scientific)	glass	pipette	was	then	used	to	carefully	dislodge	the	pellet	from	the	
walls	of	 the	Eppendorf	 tube	and	subsequently	 to	gently	extract	 the	pellet.	The	pellet	was	
then	placed	on	a	0.4µm	polyester	membrane	Transwell	filter	(Costar	3450).	The	pellet	was	
cultured	 on	 the	 filter	 in	 a	 6-well	 plate	 at	 the	 air–medium	 interface,	 in	 a	 humidified	
incubator	at	37°C	and	5%	CO2.	The	culture	medium	used	was	KCM	with	10mmol/l	Y27632	
ROCK	 inhibitor	 (Sigma)	 or	 1.25	 mmol/l	 Glycyl-H1152	 dihydrochloride	 (another	 ROCK	
inhibitor	used	successfully	on	renal	organoids	[Unbekandt.,	et	al	2010];	Tocris,	Bristol,	UK).	





these	 separate	 single-cell	 suspensions	were	 counted	with	 a	 hemocytometer	 as	described	
above.	The	single-cell	suspensions	from	different	sources	were	then	mixed	to	produce	1:1	
cell	 ratios	 before	 centrifugation	 at	 1600g	 for	 8	 min.	 Pellet	 culture	 then	 proceeded	 as	
described	above.				
Immunofluorescence	 Staining.	 Renal	 organoid	 cultures	 were	 fixed	 by	 adding	 4%	
paraformaldehyde	 (PFA)	 (1	 hr,	 4°C)	 above	 and	 below	 the	 filter,	 and	 washed	 3x	 in	 PBS.	
Samples	were	then	incubated	in	10%	NDS	(Normal	Donkey	Serum)	in	TSP	(0.1%	Triton	X-
100,	 0.05%	 Saponin,	 PBS)(3x,	 10min,	 room	 temperature)	 before	 incubation	 in	 the	
following	primary	antibodies:	Goat	anti-Six2	(Invitrogen,	1:200)	and	Rabbit	anti-phospho-
Histone	 H3	 (Invitrogen,	 1:200).	 Primary	 antibody	 was	 diluted	 in	 TSP	 and	 10%	 Normal	
Donkey	 Serum	 (NDS)	 and	 incubation	was	 overnight	 at	 4°C	 followed	 by	 TSP	washes	 (3x,	
10min,	 RT).	 Secondary	 antibodies	 (Cy2	 Donkey	 anti-Goat,	 Cy3	 Donkey	 anti-Rabbit,	
respectively;	 Jackson	 ImmunoResearch)	were	 diluted	 in	 TSP	 and	 10%	NDS	 and	 samples	
were	incubated	for	3	hours	at	RT	followed	by	TSP	washes	(3x,	10min,	RT).		Samples	were	







In	 situ	hybridization.	Renal	organoids	were	 fixed	 in	4%	paraformaldehyde	overnight	at	































most	 important	 of	 these	 inducing	 signals	 is	 GDNF,	 a	 soluble	 molecule	 secreted	 by	 the	
mesenchymal	cells	and	a	ligand	of	the	RET	Tyrosine	kinase	receptor,	which	is	found	on	the	
cell	 surface	 of	 WD	 and	 UB	 cells	 (Dressler,	 2006;	 Costantini,	 2012).	 RET	 activation	 then	
leads	 to	 complex	 intracellular	 signaling	 events	 that	 ultimately	 change	 the	 behavior	 of	
WD/UB	 cells	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 From	 its	 very	 early	 bud	 stage,	 the	 UB	 is	 divided	 into	
subpopulations,	the	so-called	tip	and	trunk	domains,	which	are	characterized	by	different	








al.,	 1996).	 But	 specifically	 how	GDNF/RET	 signaling	 alters	 the	 behavior	 of	Wolffian	 duct	
and	 UB	 cells	 to	 promote	 branching	 remained	 unclear.	 Agenesis	 or	 other	 complex	
malformations	 of	 kidney	 mutants	 during	 development	 often	 precludes	 a	 thorough	
elucidation	of	the	full	impact	of	the	mutation.	As	a	result,	important	functional	roles	and	the	
primary	 cellular	 targets	 of	 the	 gene	 may	 be	 missed.	 Chimera	 analysis	 can	 offer	 a	








requirement	 for	 UB	 cells	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	 tip	 domain,	 but	 instead	 the	 level	 of	 RET	
signaling	 caused	cells	 to	 compete	 for	 residence	of	 the	 tip.	These	 studies	made	use	of	 the	
Sprouty1	(Spry1)	null	allele	that	increases	RET	signaling,	and	a	Ret	hypomorphic	allele	that	
decreases	 it.	 Sprouty1	 is	 an	 antagonist	 of	 RTK	 signaling	 and	 is	 a	 feedback	 inhibitor	
downstream	of	GDNF/RET	signaling	in	the	developing	kidney	(Basson	et	al.,	2005;	Basson	
et	 al.,	 2006).	 Mice	 that	 are	 mutant	 for	 Spry1	 exhibit	 increased	 mesenchymal	 GDNF	
expression	 and,	 as	 such,	 develop	 multiple	 UBs,	 and	 display	 irregular	 branching	



















for	 the	hypomorphic	 cells	 to	 fully	 out-compete	 the	null	 cells.	 Thus,	 the	 fate	 of	 individual	
cells	in	a	chimeric	UB	is	highly	dependent	on	the	level	of	RTK	signaling	it	possesses.	Those	
with	 increased	 signaling	will	 outcompete	 those	with	 lower	 signaling	 for	 residence	 at	 the	
progenitor	 tip	domains	during	UB	morphogenesis.	 Indeed,	 it	was	shown	that	even	 in	WT	






FGF10/FGFR2	 signaling,	 for	 instance,	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 induce	 UB	 branching	 and	
synergize	with	the	Ret	signaling	pathway	(Michos	et	al.,	2010).	Thus,	generating	chimeras	
for	 other	 critical	 kidney	 developmental	 genes	 can	 further	 elucidate	 the	 cell-autonomous	
morphogenetic	 behaviors	 that	 are	 potentially	 very	 important	 during	 UB	 formation	 and	
branching.	 
Currently,	 however,	 genetic	 labeling	 of	 individual	 UB	 epithelial	 cells,	 or	 even	 cell	
clusters,	for	in	vivo	or	explant	studies	is	very	challenging	due	to	technical	restrictions	and	
time	 concerns.	 For	 example,	 generating	 chimeric	 kidneys,	 in	 which	 a	 subset	 of	 cells	 are	
mutant,	 necessitates	 the	 isolation	 of	mutant	 embryonic	 stem	 cell	 lines,	 proper	 stem	 cell	
culture	 techniques,	 manipulation	 of	 blastocysts	 during	 stem	 cell	 injection,	 surgery	 on	
pseudo-pregnant	mothers	for	the	insertion	of	chimeric	embryos,	and	also	is	limited	by	the	
frequency	of	obtaining	a	viable	chimeric	embryos	at	the	desired	level	of	chimerism	(Shakya	
et	al.,	2005b;	Chi	et	al.,	2009).	 	The	whole	process	can	 take	many	months,	or	 longer,	and	




are	 then	reaggregated	and	go	on	 to	 form	organotypic	 structures,	 including	UB	structures	
and	 developing	 nephrons.	 The	 UB	 structures	 elongate,	 form	 ampullae	 and	 bifurcate	
similarly	to	intact	UBs	in	the	mouse	fetal	kidney.	Additionally,	and	importantly,	UB	tubules	
in	the	renal	organoid	system	express	the	typical	UB	tip	markers	(Ret	and	Wnt11)	at	most	of	





easily	and	swiftly	create	 fine-grained	chimeras.	As	 long	as	 the	cells	 from	the	 two	sources	
are	differentially	marked	 (e.g.,	 by	expression	of	different	 fluorescent	proteins	 in	 the	UB),	
the	 ability	 of	 one	 group	 to	 form	part	 of	 the	 resulting	 structures	 can	 be	 compared	 to	 the	
other;	moreover,	 the	relative	 level	of	mosaicism	can	be	adjusted	to	suit	 the	 investigator’s	
need.	One	published	study	has	generated	mosaic	renal	organoids	by	mixing	wild-type	renal	




the	 developing	 nephron,	 it	 remained	 to	 be	 demonstrated	 whether	 this	 system	 is	
appropriate	 for	 the	study	of	 important,	Ret-signaling-dependent	cell	rearrangements	 that	
occur	during	UB	morphogenesis.	To	this	end,	once	having	shown	that	global	knockouts	of	
Sprouty1	 in	 this	 culture	 system	 essentially	 mimic	 reported	 in	 vivo	 results,	 we	 go	 on	 to	
generate	 chimeric	 renal	organoids	using	Sprouty1-/-	 and	WT	cells	or	Ret51/-	 and	WT	cells.	
Any	 cell	 sorting	 or	 cell	 competition	occurring	 for	 residence	 of	 the	UB	 tips	 of	 these	 renal	
organoid	 chimeras	 can	 then	 be	 compared	 to	 the	 results	 of	 previously	 published,	 in	 vivo	
chimeras	 produced	 with	 the	 same	 or	 similar	 genetic	 scheme.	 In	 doing	 so,	 we	 find	 that	








To	 test	 the	 use	 of	 the	 renal	 organoid	 system	 in	 investigating	 cell	 rearrangements	
that	occur	 in	mosaic	UBs	during	branching	morphogenesis,	we	wanted	 to	generate	Spry1	
chimeras	 in	 the	 new	 system	 as	 a	 proof-of-principle	 study,	 since	 data	 on	 in	 vivo	 Spry1	
chimeras	 has	 already	 been	 published	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 Before	 making	 the	 chimeric	
organoids,	 however,	 we	 first	 checked	 if	 a	 global	 knockout	 of	 Spry1	 yielded	 a	 similar	
phenotype	 in	 the	 renal	 organoid	 system	 as	 in	 a	 conventional	 whole-kidney	 knockout.	
Sprouty1	is	expressed	in	the	epithelial	cells	of	the	ureteric	tree	and	at	much	lower	levels	in	





2005;	 Basson	 et	 al.,	 2006).	 During	 whole-kidney	 explant	 culture,	 instead	 of	 undergoing	
mostly	standard	bifurcation	as	seen	in	normal	UB	branching,	Spry1-/-	mutants	exhibitwide	
ureteric	 bud	 stalks	 and	 tips	 formed	 multiple	 outbuddings	 resulting	 in	 highly	 irregular	
structures	(Basson	et	al.,	2006).		
To	 create	 Sprouty1	 mutant	 renal	 organoids,	 we	 used	 E12.5	 Sprouty1-/-	 kidneys	
carrying	Hoxb7:myrVenus	which	allowed	us	to	visualize	the	branching	ureteric	bud.	Before	
dissociation,	the	harvested	mutant	kidneys	displayed	the	previously	described	phenotypes	
for	 Spry1-/-	 mice,	 with	 an	 abnormal	 branching	 pattern,	 an	 increased	 number	 of	 tips	 and	
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wide	 UB	 branches,	 while	 littermate	wild-type	 control	 kidneys	 appeared	 normal	 (Figure	
3.1A).	 Kidneys	 were	 then	 pooled	 by	 genotype	 and	 each	 group	 was	 used	 separately,	
following	 the	normal	protocol	of	dissociation	 into	a	 single-cell	 suspension,	 reaggregation	
by	centrifugation,	and	culture	at	an	air-media	interface	(Figure	3.1A).	While	images	taken	
at	the	start	of	the	culture,	 just	after	reaggregation,	showed	a	dispersal	of	UB	cells	 in	both	
Spry1-/-	mutant	and	WT	cultures,	 the	 initial	density	UB	cells	 in	the	mutant	seemed	higher	
than	that	of	WT	cultures	(Figures	3.1B,	C),	and	by	the	next	day	cultures	formed	drastically	
different	 ureteric	 bud	 structures	 depending	 on	 their	 genotype.	 Spry1-/-	 mutant	 renal	
organoid	cultures	formed	very	large	masses	of	cells	that	comprised	most	of	the	UB	cells	in	
the	 culture	 and	 that	 contained	 numerous	 large	 holes	 or	 cysts	 (Figure	 3.1B’,	 C’).	 This	
mutant	 phenotype	 persisted	 throughout	 the	 time	 course	 and	 on	 day	 3	 of	 culture,	 we	
observed	multiple	outbuddings	emanating	from	the	large	mass	of	UB	cells	(Figure	3.1D).	
This	was	in	sharp	contrast	with	the	wild-type	control	renal	organoids,	which	(as	described	
in	 Chapter	 2)	 formed	 UB	 spheroids	 and	 “pseudo-branched”	 UB	 tubules,	 which	 grew,	
elongated,	and	bifurcated	 in	accordance	with	previously	characterized	wild-type	cultures	
(Figures	3.1C,	C’’,	F).	Although	whole-kidney	Spry1+/-	heterozygotes	were	not	reported	to	
present	 a	 detectably	 abnormal	 phenotype	 (Basson	 et	 al.,	 2006;	 Michos	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 we	
found	 that	Spry1+/-	renal	 organoids	 seem	 to	 present	 abnormalities	 intermediate	 between	
wild-type	and	homozygous	mutant	renal	organoids	in	terms	of	the	expansive	UB	epithelial	
regions	 and	 the	 number	 of	 individual	 UB	 structures	 formed	 (compare	 Figure	 3.1E	 to	
Figures	3.1D	and	F).	The	formation	of	dilated,	almost	cystic	ureteric	bud	structures	with	











and	 purple	 dots	 represent	 other	 non-UB	 renal	 cells.	 E12.5	 kidneys	 containing	
Hoxb7myrVenus	were	pooled	according	to	genotype	and	these	groups	were	dissociated	in	
parallel	 into	single-cell	suspensions.	Approximately	100,000	cells	were	then	reaggregated	
by	 centrifugation	 and	 cultured.	 (B-C’’)	 show	 images	of	 	 30	min,	 1-,	 and	2-day	 cultures	of	
Spry1-/-	 (B-B’’),and	 WT	 (C-C’’)	 renal	 organoids.	 (D-F)	 show	 images	 of	 separate	 3-day	
cultures	of	Spry1-/-	(D),	Spry1+/-	(E),	and	WT	(F)	renal	organoids.		
(B)	 demonstrates	 the	 seemingly	 higher	 density	 and	 appropriate	 dispersion	 UB	 cells	 just	
after	 reaggregation	 and	 (B’),	 (B’’),	 and	 (D)	 display	 UB	 cells	 forming	 large,	 cystic	 (yellow	








renal	 organoids	 and	 whole	 kidney	 mutants	 resembled	 the	 phenotype	 produced	 upon	
implantation	 of	 GDNF	 beads	 into	 normal	 kidney	 explants	 (Pepicelli	 et	 al.,	 1997),	 with	
dilated	UB	stalks	and	tips	and	fusion	of	separate	branches	to	form	large,	broad	areas	of	UB	













cells	were	used	 to	establish	 the	cultures	 .	This	 is	 consistent	with	 the	accelerated	growth,	
increased	branch	number	and	size,	and	 increased	proliferation	observed	 in	 the	epithelial	
compartment	 of	 whole	 kidney	mutants	 (Basson	 et	 al.,	 2006).	 	 During	 a	 24-hour	 culture	
period,	UB	cells	in	control	renal	organoids	swiftly	organized	themselves	into	UB	spheroids	
via	a	moderate	number	of	cell	extensions	that,	in	general,	cease	within	the	first	15	hours	of	
culture	 as	 observed	 previously	 (Figures	 3.2M-R;	 Chapter2,	 Figure	 2.1).	 Mutant	 cells,	
however,	 self-assembled	 into	 large	 UB	 structures	 that	 continued	 to	 aggregate	with	 each	
other	 to	 form	yet	 even	 larger	masses	of	UB	 cells.	During	 this	process	 the	number	of	 cell	
extensions	present	 at	 any	given	 time-point	was	much	more	extensive	 in	mutant	 cultures	
than	was	observed	in	WT	cultures,	and	these	cell	extensions	and	protrusions	endured	past	










(A-R)	 show	 selected	 frames	 from	20x	 time-lapse	movies	 of	 reaggregated	Spry1-/-	mutant	
and	WT	renal	cells	carrying	Hoxb7myrVenus	during	the	self-organization	of	UB	structures.	
Spry1-/-	mutant	 cultures	 initially	 contain	 a	 denser	 network	 of	 UB	 cells	 (A,	 G)	 than	 WT	
cultures	 (M).	 During	 the	 subsequent	 hours,	 mutant	 cells	 self-assemble	 into	 large	 UB	
structures	 that	 continue	 aggregating	 with	 each	 other	 to	 form	 very	 large	 masses	 of	 UB	
epithelia	 (B-F,	H-L).	 Conversely,	WT	 cells	 swiftly	 form	UB	 spheroids	 that	 remain	distinct	
from	 one	 another	 during	 the	 time-lapse	 (N-R).	 The	 increased	 aggregation	 in	 the	mutant	









Similar	 to	 the	 global	 Spry1-/-	 renal	 organoid	 analysis,	 separate	 single	 cell-
suspensions	of	renal	cells	were	made	from	E12.5	Spry1-/-	or	WT	kidneys	that	also	carried	
the	Hoxb7myrVenus	(green)	allele	for	the	visualization	of	UB	epithelia,	as	diagrammed	in	
Figure	3.3A.	 	At	 the	same	time,	renal	cells	were	also	dissociated	 from	E12.5	WT	kidneys	
carrying	 Hoxb7cre;Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	 (red)	 as	 an	 alternate	 color	 UB	 marker.	 The	 three	
groups	 of	 cells	 were	 then	 counted	 by	 a	 hemocytometer	 and	 then	 mixed	 together	
accordingly	to	produce	a	1:1	ratio	of	(green)	Sprouty1-/-	to	(red)	WT	cells	and	a	1:1	ratio	of	
(green)	WT	to	(red)	WT	cells	as	a	control	(Figure	3.3A).	The	two	cell	mixtures	were	then	
reaggregated	 and	 cultured,	 and	 initially	 exhibited	 a	 well-dispersed	 and	 evenly	 mixed	
distribution	 of	 red	 and	 green	 cells	 (Figure	 3.3B).	 As	 renal	 organoid	 development	
progressed,	 both	 chimeric	 genotypes	 develop	 typical	 UB	 structures	 that	 displayed	 fine-
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grained	 mosaicism	 (Figures	 3.4A-A’’,	 C-C”,	 E-E’’).	 By	 3	 days	 of	 culture,	 however,	 this	
mosaicism	 resolved	 into	 distinct	 domains	 based	 on	 genotype	 in	 the	 mutant	 chimeras.	






(A)	 shows	 the	 scheme	 for	 creating	 chimeric	 renal	 organoids.	 E12.5	 Spry1-/-	 and	 Spry1+/+	




phenotype	 of	 large	 dilated	 UB	 branches,	 increased	 number	 of	 branches	 and	 irregular	
branching	 pattern.	 The	 three	 genotypes	were	 then	 dissociated	 separately	 into	 single-cell	
suspensions	 that	 were	 each	 assessed	 for	 cell	 number	 using	 a	 hemocytometer.	 Cell	
suspensions	 were	 then	 mixed	 accordingly	 to	 form	 1:1	 Sprouty1-/-	 (green)óWT	 (red)	
suspensions	 and	 1:1	WT	 (green)óWT	 (red)	 suspensions.	 Both	 cell	 mixtures	 were	 then	






pepper	 pattern	 of	 red	 and	 green	 cells	was	maintained	 at	 3	 days	 of	 culture,	 and	 red	 and	
green	 cells	 had	 a	 similar	 chance	 of	 forming	 part	 of	 the	 tips	 of	 branching	 UB	 structures	
(Figures	3.4F-F’’).		




ratio	 and	 performed	 time-lapse	 microscopy	 of	 the	 first	 48	 hours	 of	 renal	 organoid	
development.	 As	 in	 the	 1:1	 chimeras,	 individual	 and	 groups	 of	 Spry1-/-	 and	WT	UB	 cells	
again	 came	 together	 to	 form	 fine-grained	 mosaic	 structures	 by	 18	 hours	 of	 culture	
(Figures	 3.5A-D’).	Thereafter	 the	Spry1-/-	mutant	cells	could	be	seen	moving	 into	 the	 tip	
regions	of	growing	UB	tubules	at	the	expense	of	WT	cells	by	43	hours	(Figures	3.5E-H’’).		
By	5	days	of	culture,	mutant	cells	could	still	be	found	at	the	tips	of	chimeric	UB	structures	



















































still	 be	 observed	 at	 the	 tips	 of	 the	 UB	 structure	 that	 has	 undergone	 substantial	
morphogenetic	 changes.	 Mutant	 tips	 can	 be	 seen	 undergoing	 further	 morphogenetic	
changes	at	144	hours,	while	the	WT	“trunk”	regions	do	not	grow,	elongate,	or	branch	(J-J’).	
(K)	 shows	 selected	 frames	 of	 a	 44-hr	 time-lapse	 of	 a	 chimeric	 UB	 structure	 in	 which	 a	
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Figure	3.6	 –	Distribution	 of	wild-type	 and	mutant	 cells	 in	 tip	 and	 trunk	 regions	 in	
Spry1-/-óWT	 and	WTóWT	 chimeric	 UB	 structures.	 (A-D)	 show	 the	 ranked	 ratios	of	
green	to	red	pixels	in	30	randomly	chosen	tip	regions	(A,	C)	and	30	randomly	chosen	trunk	
regions	 (B,	 D)	 in	 3	 day-old	 Spry1-/-óWT	 (A,B)	 and	 WTóWT	 (C,	 D)	 chimeric	 cultures.	
Regions	analyzed	took	the	shape	of	40-micron	wide	circles	(each	containing	208	pixels	in	
total)	and	histograms	were	created	for	each	region	(red	and	green	channels	were	analyzed	
separately).	 The	 ratio	 of	 green	 to	 red	 pixels	was	 then	 calculated	 to	 determine	 the	 tip	 or	
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trunk	 region’s	 color	 profile	 (only	 pixels	 with	 an	 intensity	 above	 that	 measured	 in	 a	
background	 control	 region	were	 used	 for	 analysis).	 Regions	 containing	more	 green	 than	
red	pixels	are	represented	as	green,	and	vice	versa.	Regions	in	which	the	ratio	of	green/red	
or	red/green	was	>5	are	indicated	by	a	darker	shade	of	the	predominant	color.	(E)	Shows	
the	 average	 green	 to	 red	 ratios	 of	 the	 specified	 tip	 and	 trunk	 regions	 and	 of	 the	 whole	









Ret51/creóWT	 chimeric	 renal	 organoids	 recapitulate	 similar	 in	 vivo	 chimera	
phenotypes	
Ret	mutant	chimeras	were	also	produced	and	analyzed	as	an	additional	test	of	the	
use	 of	 renal	 organoids	 for	 chimeric	 analysis.	 Previously	 generated	 in	vivo	 chimeras	 have	
shown	that	when	Ret	null	cells	(or	cells	with	lower	Ret-signaling)	are	introduced	into	hosts	
with	 higher	 Ret	 signaling,	 the	 lower	 Ret	 signaling	 cells	 are	 outcompeted	 by	 higher	 Ret-
signaling	 cells	 for	 residence	 at	 the	 tips	 of	 the	 branching	 ureteric	 tree	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	
Because	Ret-null	animals	exhibit	renal	agenesis,	this	would	make	difficult	the	procurement	
of	Ret	null	kidney	cells	for	the	generation	of	chimeric	renal	organoids.	We	instead	decided	
to	 use	 kidneys	 that	 were	 compound	 heterozygotes	 with	 one	 hypomorphic	 allele	 of	 Ret	






that	 used	 previously.	 E12.5	 Ret51/cre	 kidneys	 (where	 Retcre	 is	 a	 null	 allele)	 and	 wildtype	
littermate	kidneys	all	carrying	Hoxb7venus	were	harvested.	Each	genotype	was	pooled	with	
wildtype	 kidneys	 of	 a	 different	 color	 UB	 marker,	 Hoxb7cre;Rosa26Tomato/Tomato,	 at	 a	 one	
kidney	 to	 one	 kidney	 ratio	 (Figure	 3.7A).	 Dissociation	 of	 these	 pooled	 kidneys	 then	
created	 two	 mosaic	 single-cell	 suspensions	 that	 were	 each	 reaggregated	 and	 cultured	
(Figure	 3.7A).	At	 the	 start	of	 culture	both	 the	Ret51/cre	óWT	chimera	and	 the	WTóWT	
chimeras	 generated	 showed	 well-dispersed	 and	 evenly	 mixed	 distributions	 of	 red	 and	
green	 cells.	 In	 the	mutant	 chimera,	 however,	 there	was	 an	 abundance	 of	WT	 (red)	 cells	
relative	 to	 mutant	 cells	 (green)(Figure	 3.7B),	 which	 is	 probably	 due	 to	 the	 reported	
reduced	branch	number	and	kidney	volume	of	Ret51	hypomorphic	kidneys	(de	Graaff	et	al.,	
2001)	and	also	observed	in	our	samples	prior	to	dissociation.	Although	this	caused	many	








shows	 the	 scheme	 for	 creating	 chimeric	 renal	organoids,	where	green	dots	 represent	UB	
cells	 and	 purple	 dots	 represent	 other	 non-UB	 renal	 cells.	 E12.5	Ret51/cre	 and	Ret+/+	(WT)	
kidneys	 carrying	Hoxb7myrVenus	were	 obtained.	 The	Ret51/cre	mutant	 kidney	 displayed	 a	
reduced	 branch	 number.	 Each	 genotype	 was	 pooled	 with	 E12.5	
Hoxb7cre:Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	 (WT)	 kidneys	 at	 a	 1	 kidney	 to	 1	 kidney	 ratio	 and	 then	
dissociated	to	form	mosaic	single-cell	suspensions.	Both	mosaic	cell	suspensions	were	then	
reaggregated	 by	 centrifugation	 and	 the	 pellets	were	 cultured.	 At	 the	 start	 of	 culture	 (30	
minutes)	both	mutant	 chimeric	 and	wild-type	 control	 chimeras	 showed	a	well-dispersed	






Figure	3.8	 –	Ret51/cre	 cells	 show	a	preference	 for	 residence	of	 the	 tips	of	branching	
chimeric	 renal	 organoid	 structures	 at	 the	 expense	 of	WT	 cells.	 	 (A-E’’)	 show	a	 time	
course	of	mosaic	UB	structures	in	Ret51/creóWT	(A-D’’)	and	WTóWT	(E-E’’)	chimeric	renal	
organoids.	 Mosaic	 UB	 structures	 self-assembled	 by	 day	 2	 (A-A’’)	 but	 growth	 and	
morphogenesis	 thereafter	 seemed	 stunted	 compared	 to	 the	 littermate	 wild-type	 control	
chimera	(E-E’’)	and	other	WT	renal	organoid	cultures	produced.	By	day	3,	distinct	domains	
of	Ret51/cre	 (green)	 and	WT	 (red)	 cells	 became	 apparent	 in	 the	mutant	 chimeras,	 and	 by	
days	4	and	5	(D-D’’	and	E-E’’,	respectively),	mutant	cells	preferentially	occupied	the	tips	of	






We	 found	 that	Ret51/cre	 cells	 could	 still	 participate	 in	 the	 self-assembly	 of	UB	 cells	
and	 form	part	of	UB	spheroids	and	 tubules	(Figures	 3.8A-A’’).	Thereafter,	both	chimeric	
structures	 and	 non-chimeric	 structures	 exhibited	 slow	 growth	 compared	 to	 other	 renal	
organoids	created.	Bona	fide	 branching	among	UB	spheroids	was	not	observed	until	 four	




the	 Spry1	 chimera	 study	 above,	 but	 similar	 to	 what	 is	 seen	 in	Ret-null	ó	 WT	 chimeric	
kidneys	generated	in	vivo	(Shakya	et	al.,	2005b;	Chi	et	al.,	2009).	Also,	we	found	that	most	
chimeric	UB	structures	 in	the	mutant	chimeras,	whether	branching	or	not,	 lost	their	 fine-
granularity	and	contained	many	domains	of	either	mutant	or	WT	cells	(Figures	3.8A-D’’).	
This	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	 littermate	 control	WTóWT	 chimera	which	 presented	 a	 salt-and-
pepper	pattern	throughout	the	time	course	and	showed	no	noticeable	preference	for	red	or	
green	cells	at	the	tips	of	UB	branches	(Figures	3.8E-E’’).	Indeed,	when	we	performed	the	
same	 color	 profile	 analysis	 described	 above	 on	 3-day	 chimeric	 cultures,	 we	 found	 that	
there	was	no	significant	difference	between	tips	and	trunks	with	respect	to	the	ratio	of	red	
WT	 cells	 to	 green	WT	 cells	 in	 the	 wild-type	 control	 chimera	 (Figures	 3.9C,	 D,	 E).	 The	
mutant	 chimeras,	 however,	 showed	 a	 strong	 trend	 of	 WT	 (red)	 cells	 being	 found	









Figure	3.9	 –	Distribution	 of	wild-type	 and	mutant	 cells	 in	 tip	 and	 trunk	 regions	 in	
Ret51/cre	óWT	and	WTóWT	chimeric	UB	 structures.	 (A-D)	show	the	ranked	ratios	of	
red	to	green	pixels	in	30	randomly	chosen	tip	regions	(A,	C)	and	30	randomly	chosen	trunk		










of	 the	WTóWT	 chimera	 (p=.006,	 using	 the	 log10	 values	 of	 ratios)(A,	 C,	 E);	 the	 tips	 and	






The	 complexity	 of	 developing	 in	vivo	 chimeric	 kidneys	makes	 detailed	 analysis	 of	
cell-autonomous	 cell	 behaviors	 at	 the	 level	 of	 the	 whole	 kidney	 cumbersome	 and	 time-
consuming.	Using	the	recently	devised	renal	organoid	culture	method,	it	is	straightforward	
to	 make	 fine-grained	 chimeras	 by	 simply	 mixing	 different	 cell	 types	 or	 by	 mixing	 cells	
transfected	with	different	constructs	before	reaggregation.	Here	we	have	shown	that	Ret-
signaling-dependent	cell	rearrangements	occur	in	chimeric	renal	organoids	as	they	do	in	in	
vivo	 chimeras	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009;	 Kuure	 et	 al.,	 2010;	 Shakya	 et	 al.,	 2006)	 using	 Spry1-/-	 or	




masses	 seem	 to	 form	 from	 an	 intense	 and	 extensive	 period	 of	 UB	 self-assembly.	 This	 is	
probably	 in	 part	 due	 to	 the	 seemingly	 increased	 number	 of	 UB	 cell	 extensions	 forming	
during	this	period,	which	is	associated	with	the	accretion	of	cells	during	UB	self-assembly	
(Chapter	2,	Figure	2.1).	Upon	the	activation	of	Ret	in	RET-expressing	MDCK	cells,	there	is	





Ret-signaling	 in	 Spry1	 mutants.	 We	 cannot	 exclude	 the	 possibility,	 however,	 that	 the	
“overactive”	mutant	phenotype	observed	 is	 the	consequence	rather	 than	 the	cause	of	 the	
apparent	 denser	milieu	 of	 UB	 cells	 displayed	 in	 Spry1	mutant	 organoids.	 This	 highlights	





and	 the	basis	 for	 this	may	also	 allow	 for	 the	presentation	of	 intermediate	phenotypes	 in	






take	up	residence	at	 the	 tips	of	UB	structures,	where	 they	exhibited	an	 increased	growth	
rate	as	compared	to	adjacent	WT	regions.	This	distinct	phenotype	was	not	detected	among	
wild-type	control	chimeras,	and	the	visual	characterizations	of	both	chimeric	cultures	were	
verified	 by	 a	 color	 profile	 analysis	 of	 different	 tip	 and	 trunk	 regions.	 These	 results	 are	









of	 the	 branching	 UB.	 Ret	 null	 animals	 exhibit	 renal	 agenesis,	 however,	 while	 Ret51/cre	
kidneys	 (with	one	hypomorphic	and	one	null	 	Ret	 allele)	are	severely	hypodysplastic	 (de	
Graaf	et	al.,	2001)	but	nonetheless	provide	a	source	of	Ret-signaling-deficient	cells.	When	
Ret51/cre	 cells	 were	 juxtaposed	 with	 WT	 cells	 in	 chimeric	 renal	 organoids	 the	 cultures	
displayed	sluggish	growth.	This	may	have	been	caused	by	the	presence	of	the	mutant	cells	
(perhaps	 along	 with	 a	 reduction	 of	 induced	 mesenchyme,	 as	 low	 Wnt11	 and	 GDNF	
expression	 is	 observed	 in	 Ret51/51	 kidneys	 [de	 Graaf	 et	 al.,	 2001])	 since	 chimeric	 renal	
organoids	 generated	 with	 littermate	 WT	 control	 cells	 presented	 relatively	 normal	 UB	
morphogenesis.	 Still,	 when	 looking	 specifically	 at	 growing	 and	 branching	 mosaic	 UB	
structures	within	the	whole	chimeric	culture,	a	preference	for	WT	cells	at	the	branch	tips	at	
the	expense	of	Ret51/cre	mutant	cells	was	apparent.	Although	color	profile	analysis	showed	
that	 the	 difference	 in	 average	 color	 of	 tips	 versus	 trunks	 only	 approached	 significance	
(p=.06),	 this	 may	 have	 more	 to	 do	 with	 the	 methodology	 used	 in	 the	 evaluation.	 The	
simplest	criterion	for	qualifying	as	a	tip	in	our	analysis	included	regions	positioned	on	the	
ends	 of	 an	 elongated	 tubule.	 In	 our	 color	 profiling	 analysis	 of	 3-day	 old	 Ret51/creóWT	
chimeric	 cultures,	 there	was	 a	 preponderance	 UB	 structures	 that	 had	 not	 undergone	 or	





majority	 of	 profiled	 structures	 in	 other	 chimeras)	 at	 a	 later	 timepoint	may	 yield	 a	more	
accurate	calculation	of	 the	visual	phenotype	 that	we	do,	nevertheless,	detect	 in	branched	
mosaic	structures.			
Because	of	efficient	penetration	of	siRNAs	and	other	large	molecules	in	this	culture	
system	 (Unbekandt	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 the	 knockdown	 of	 UB-specific	 genes	 should	 make	 it	
possible	 to	 generate	 fine-grained	 chimeras	 of	 a	 vast	 array	 of	 genes,	 bypassing	 the	
derivation	of	a	novel	knockout	or	transgenic	mouse	line	for	each	individual	gene	(at	least	
for	initial	assessments	of	gene	function).	Additionally,	the	high-throughput	nature	of	renal	
organoid	 chimeric	 generation	 can	 be	 harnessed	 as	 a	 platform	 for	 pharmacological	
intervention	 in	 chimeras	 to	 explore	 the	 cell-adhesion	molecules	 (Lecuit,	 2005;	 Steinberg,	
2007)	or	 cell-signaling	pathways	 (Takahashi,	2001;	van	Weering	et	 al.,	 1998;	Tang	et	 al.,	
1998)	 that	 may	 underlie	 the	 cell-autonomous	 cell	 rearrangements	 and	 cell	 sorting	
observed.	 For	 the	 study	 of	 kidney	 development	 in	 general,	 and	 UB	 morphogenesis	 in	
















Color	 Profiling	 Analysis.	 	 Refer	 to	 Appendix	 A	 (Page	 154)	 for	 all	 data.	 Three-day	 old	
chimeric	 cultures	were	used	 for	analysis.	 Images	were	 converted	 to	black-and-white	and	
given	to	a	third	party	unaffiliated	with	the	project,	and	therefore	unbiased.	This	third	party	
was	given	the	criteria	for	identifying	tips	and	cataloguing	the	qualifying	tips	with	a	number.	
Tips	were	defined	as	either	 the	ends	of	elongated	 tubules,	or	 the	protruding	portion	of	a	
kink	or	bend	in	the	tubule	with	an	internal	angle	of	less	than	90°.	Thirty	non-tip	(i.e.,	trunk)	
UB	 regions	were	 also	 randomly	marked	on	 the	monochromatic	 image	by	 the	 third	party	
before	 resubmitting	 to	 the	 investigator.	 Any	 trunks	 regions	which	were	 located	 on	 non-
chimeric	UB	structures	were	discarded	and	the	third-party	was	asked	to	resample	for	the	
number	of	disqualified	trunk	regions.	The	number	of	qualifying	tips	(the	 integer	set)	was	
entered	 into	 an	 online	 random	 integer	 sequence	 generator	 (https://www.random.org),	
which	 yielded	 a	 random	 sequence	 of	 the	 integer	 set,	 and	 the	 first	 30	 randomized	 tip	
numbers	 were	 used	 for	 analysis.	 Tips	 that	 were	 part	 of	 non-chimeric	 structures	 were	




circles	 (208	 pixels	 in	 total;	 Refer	 to	 page	 155	 in	 Appendix	 	 A	 for	 an	 example)	 and	
histograms	were	created	for	each	region	using	ImageJ	(channels	were	analyzed	separately).	
With	each	analyzed	 region,	 the	 ratio	of	 the	number	of	 green	pixels	 to	 the	number	of	 red	
pixels	 (or	red	 to	green	pixels)	was	 then	calculated	 to	determine	 the	 tip	or	 trunk	region’s	
“color	profile”.	Only	pixels	with	intensity	above	a	background	control	region	were	used	for	
analysis.	Ratios	 for	each	 region	analyzed	were	 then	plotted	on	a	 logarithmic	 scale	where	
they	were	ranked	in	order	of	magnitude.	The	color	profile	ratios	 for	whole	cultures	were	
calculated	similarly	by	creating	histograms	of	the	whole	culture	for	each	channel.	The	mean	
of	 all	 the	 red/green	 (or	green/red)	 ratios	was	determined	by	 calculating	 the	average	 for	


















branching,	 and	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 GDNF,	 Ret	 or	 its	 co-receptor,	 Gfrα1,	 the	most	 frequent	
consequence	 is	 failure	 of	 ureteric	 bud	 formation	 (Costantini	 and	 Shakya,	 2006).	 It	 is	
important	 to	 acknowledge,	 however,	 that	 ureters	 and	 rudimentary	 kidneys	 sometimes	
form	even	 in	 the	absence	of	GDNF	or	Ret	 (in	Ret–/–	mice,	 for	example,	 this	happens	30	–	
50%	of	 the	time,	depending	on	genetic	background;	Schuchardt	et	al.,	1994;	Moore	et	al.,	
1996;	 Sánchez	 et	 al.,	 1996;	 Schuchardt	 et	 al.,	 1996).	 This	 suggests	 the	 presence	 of	
additional	 signals	 that	 are	 partially	 redundant	 with	 GDNF	 in	 their	 ability	 to	 induce	 bud	
outgrowth.	 Indeed,	 studies	 of	 the	 Wolffian	 duct	 in	 organ	 culture	 show	 that	 several	
members	 of	 the	 fibrobast	 growth	 factor	 (FGF)	 family,	 in	 particular	 Fgf7	 or	 Fgf10,	 are	
competent	 to	 induce	 ureteric	 budding	 and	 adversely	 affect	 UB	 morphogenesis	 in	 their	
absence	(Maeshima	et	al.,	2007;	Qiao	et	al.,	1999;	Zhang	et	al.,	2006).	These	FGFs	have	been	
shown	to	activate	FGF	receptors	(FGFRs),	a	gene	family	of	receptor	tyrosine	kinases	(RTKs)	
with	 at	 least	 4	 signaling	 members	 (Powers	 et	 al.,	 2000).	 In	 vitro,	 FGFR	 activation	 is	
associated	 with	 many	 biological	 responses	 including	 proliferation,	 differentiation,	






2011).	 Fgfr2	 is	 strongly	 expressed	 in	 the	Wolffian	 duct	 and	 the	 UB	 tree	 (both	 tips	 and	
trunks;	the	Fgfr2-IIIb	isoform)	and	differentiating	nephrons	(beginning	with	renal	vesicles)	
but	is	present	at	lower	levels	in	early	MM	and	stromal	mesenchyme	(the	Fgfr2-IIIc	isoform)	
adjacent	 to	 the	 Wolffian	 duct	 (Peters	 et	 al.,	 1992;	 Cancilla	 et	 al.,	 1999;	 Bates,	 2011).	
Although	Fgfr1	is	also	(lowly)	expressed	in	the	ureteric	lineage,	many	studies	point	to	Fgfr2	
in	the	UB	as	the	improtant	signaling	axis	that	participates	in	RTK-signaling	for	proper	UB	
morphogenesis	 (Zhao	 et	 al.,	 2004;	 Maeshima	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Michos	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 In	 vivo,	
tissue-specific	 deletion	 of	 Fgfr1	 have	 no	 apparent	 reanl	 abnormalities	 whereas	 tissue-
specific	 deletion	 of	 Fgfr2	 in	 the	 UB	 (Fgfr2UB–/–	 )	 caused	 a	 moderate	 reduction	 of	 UB	
branching	leading	to	renal	hypodysplasia	(Zhao	et	al.,	2004;	Sims-Lucas	et	al.,	2011;	Zhang	
et	 al,	 2006).	 Double	 mutants	 (Fgfr1/2UB–/–)	 	 were	 indistinguishable	 from	 the	 Fgfr2	UB-
specific	 knockout.	 These	 mice	 also	 had	 an	 abnormal	 UB	 branching	 pattern,	 longer	 UB	




normal,	with	 large,	well-organized	 kidneys,	 normal	 ureters,	 a	 highly	 branched	 collecting	
duct	system,	and	extensive	nephrogenesis.	The	 loss	of	 just	one	allele	of	Fgf10	 from	these	
double	mutant	mice	resulted	in	renal	agenesis,	however	(Michos	et	al.,	2010).	This	revealed	
that	 Fgfr10/Fgfr2	 signaling	 serves	 as	 an	 alternative	 signaling	 pathway	 to	 promote	 RTK	








of	 UB	 cells	 (Shakya	 et	 al,	 2005b;	 Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009;	 Kuure	 et	 al.,	 2010;	 Paul	 Riccio	 et	 al.,	
manuscript	 submitted).	 Indeed,	 in	 in	vivo	 chimeric	 studies,	UB	 cells	with	higher	 levels	 of	
Ret-signaling	generated	the	primary	UB	tip	domain	in	the	Wolffian	duct	and	were	shown	to	
outcompete	lower	Ret-signaling	cells	for	occupation	at	the	tips	of	the	branching	UB	(Chi	et	
al.,	 2009).	 	 This	 even	 held	 true	 for	Etv4	 and	Etv5,	 two	downstream	 transcription	 factors	
that	 appear	 to	mediate	 the	 combined	 effects	 of	 several	 RTKs	 (RET,	 FGFR2	 and	 probably	
others),.	In	mosaic	nephric	ducts,	 individual	Etv4-/-;Etv5+/-	mutant	cells	were	outcompeted	
by	WT	cells	for	residence	of	the	first	UB	tip	(Kuure	et	al.,	2010).	




double	 markers;	 Zong	 et	 al.,	 2005),	 Riccio	 et	 al.	 were	 able	 to	 simultaneously	 label	 and	
knockout	 Ret	 in	 clones	 of	 UB	 cells	 in	 vivo.	 Tip	 cells	 that	 became	mutant	 for	 (Ret-/-)	 in	 a	
Ret+/-	 context	were	 likely	 to	be	excluded	 from	 the	Ret-expressing	 tip	domain	during	UB	











morphogenesis	 has	 begun.	 Indeed,	 in	 other	 branching	 systems,	 Fgf	 receptors	 have	 been	
shown	 to	 direct	 cell	 behavior	 cell-autonomously.	 For	 instance,	 in	 Drosophila	 tracheal	







lacking	 FGF	 signaling	 activities	 fail	 to	 migrate	 and	 thus	 do	 not	 stay	 at	 the	 leading	 edge	
during	 branching	 morphogenesis	 (Cabernard	 et	 al.,	 2005).	 In	 mammalian	 systems	 too,	
Fgfr2	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 participate	 in	 competition-based	 occupancy	 of	 the	 tips	 of	
branching	 organs.	 During	 mammary	 gland	 development,	 mosaic	 deletion	 of	 Fgfr2	 in	
epithelial	 cells	 of	 the	 bifurcating	 terminal	 end	 buds	 (TEBs)	 causes	 those	mutant	 cells	 to	




that	 Fgfr2	 plays	 in	 sustaining	 functional	 TEBs,	 as	 mutant	 cells	 that	 leave	 this	 domain	
survive	and	persist	in	the	maturing,	distal	ductal	network	(Lu	et	al.,	2008).		




new,	 powerful	 technique,	 Mosaic	 mutant	 Analysis	 with	 Spatial	 and	 Temporal	 control	 of	
Recombination	(or	MASTR;	Lao	et	al.,	2012),	as	an	independent	test	for	the	ability	of	Fgfr2	
null	cells	to	contribute	to	UB	tips	in	Fgfr2	heterozygous	kidneys,	in	vivo.	With	this	system,	
cells	 containing	 floxed	 alleles	 of	 Fgfr2	 are	 simultaneously	 recombined	 and	marked	 by	 a	
GFPcre	fusion	protein	following	FLP-mediated	recombination	at	a	defined	time	point.	After	
several	rounds	of	branching,	the	distribution	of	mutant	cells	within	a	heterozygous	ureteric	


















We	 have	 previously	 shown	 that	 this	 system	 is	 suitable	 for	 studying	 Ret-signaling-
dependent	 cell	 rearrangements	 that	 occur	 in	mosaic	 UBs	 (Chapter	 3).	 Before	 generating	
chimeric	 organoids,	 however,	 we	 decided	 to	 create	 renal	 organoids	 with	 a	 knockout	 of	
Fgfr2	 in	 all	 UB	 cells,	 to	 verify	 that	 they	 display	 a	mutant	 phenotype,	 as	 kidneys	 lacking	
Fgfr2	 in	 the	 UB	 do	 in	 vivo.	 We	 reassociated	 single	 cells	 from	 dissociated	
Hoxb7creGFP/+;Hoxb7myrVenus/+;Fgfr2lox/–	 	 kidneys	 (abbreviated	Fgfr2UB–/–),	where	 only	
the	 UB	 epithelium	 is	 null	 for	 Ffgr2,	 and	 from	 dissociated	Hoxb7myrVenus	 (WT)	 control	
kidneys.	In	mutant	organoid	cultures,	Fgfr2-null	UB	cells	were	able	to	self-organize	into	UB	
structures	 similar	 to	 wildtype	 cultures	 after	 one	 day	 of	 culture	 (Figure	 4.1B	 and	 G).	
Whereas	 WT	 cultures	 exhibited	 abundant	 elongation	 and	 bifurcation	 among	 their	 UB	
structures	 from	 2	 to	 4	 days,	 Fgfr2UB–/–	 cultures	 largely	 did	 not	 exhibit	 these	 normal	 UB	
morphogenetic	 behaviors	 over	 the	 same	 time	 period;	 indeed	 only	 two	 UB	 structures	
displayed	 branching	 in	 the	 mutant	 culture	 (Compare	 Figure	 4.1C-E	 to	 I-J).	 Mutant	 UB	
structures	 still	 seemed	 able	 to	 grow	 in	 size,	 however,	 suggesting	 that	 signaling	 through	
Fgfr2	may	 not	 be	 required	 for	 the	 proliferative	 capacity	 of	 UB	 cells,	 but	may	 instead	 be	










30	 min	 to	 4	 days	 of	 Fgfr2UB–/–	 (A-E)	 and	 WT	 (F-J)	 renal	 organoid	 cultures	 (native	
fluorescence).	 At	 30-min	 of	 culture	 both	 Fgfr2UB–/–	 (A)	 and	 WT	 (F)	 cultures	 display	
dispersion	 of	 most	 UB	 cells,	 and	 a	 day	 later	 most	 UB	 cells	 have	 self-organized	 into	 UB	








Wildtype	 cells	preferentially	occupy	 the	UB	 tips	of	Fgfr2UB–/–	ó 	WT	renal	organoid	
chimeras	
To	 generate	 Fgfr2UB–/–	ó	 WT	 chimeras,	 separate	 single	 cell-suspensions	 of	 renal	
cells	 were	 made	 from	 E12.5	 Fgfr2UB–/–	 and	 WT	 (Fgfr2+/+)	 kidneys	 that	 carried	 the	
Hoxb7myrVenus	 (green)	 allele	 for	 the	 visualization	 of	 UB	 epithelia,	 as	 diagrammed	 in	
Figure	4.2A.	 	At	 the	same	time,	renal	cells	were	also	dissociated	 from	E12.5	WT	kidneys	





red	 and	 green	 cells	 (Figure	 4.2B).	 As	 renal	 organoid	 development	 progressed,	 both	
chimeric	genotypes	developed	typical	UB	structures	that	displayed	fine-grained	mosaicism	





mutant	 cells,	 with	 no	 Fgfr2	 signaling,	 tended	 to	 be	 found	 in	 the	 trunk	 portions	 of	 UB	










(WT)	 kidneys	 carrying	 Hoxb7myrVenus	 were	 obtained	 along	 with	 E12.5	
Hoxb7cre:Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	 (WT)	 kidneys.	 The	 cell	 suspensions	 were	 then	 mixed	
accordingly	 to	 form	 a	 1:1	 ratio	 of	Fgfr2UB–/–	(green)óWT	 (red)	 suspensions	 and	 1:1	WT	
(green)óWT	 (red)	 suspensions.	 Both	 cell	 mixtures	 were	 then	 reaggregated	 by	
centrifugation	 and	 the	 pellets	 were	 cultured.	 At	 the	 start	 of	 culture	 (30	 minutes)	 both	




could	 compete	with	 red	WT	 cells	 to	 give	 rise	 to	 the	whole	 branched	 UB	 epithelium.	 	 In	
another	Fgfr2UB–/–	óWT	chimera	generated	(at	a	3:1	ratio),	WT	cells	again	formed	distinct	
domains	 at	 the	 tips	 of	 UB	 structures	 by	 day	 3,	 and	 maintained	 this	 tip-specific	 pattern	
during	 branching	 morphogenesis	 a	 day	 later	 at	 day	 4	 (Figure	 4.4A-B’’	 and	 C-D’’).	
Conversely,	 littermate	 WT	 (green)	 óWT	 (red)	 control	 chimeras	 did	 not	 display	 this	
domain	segregation	among	red	and	green	cells,	and	no	preference	was	observed	for	cells	
with	 either	 marker	 (Figure	 4.4E-F’’).	 	 Analogous	 to	 known	 role	 of	 Ret-signaling	 in	 cell	
rearrangements	 that	establish	 the	UB	tip	domain	(Chi	et	al.,	2009),	 these	results	reveal	a	
cell-autonomous	 role	 for	 Fgfr2	 in	 the	 ability	 of	 UB	 cells	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	 tip	 domain	









Figure	 4.3	 –	Wildtype	cells	 show	a	 preference	 for	 residence	 of	 the	 tips	 of	 chimeric	
renal	organoid	structures	at	the	expense	of	Fgfr2UB–/–		cells,	after	2-3	days	of	culture.		
(A-F’’)	show	a	time	course	of	mosaic	UB	structures	in	Fgfr2UB–/–	óWT	(A-C’’)	and	WTóWT	
(D-F’’)	 chimeric	 renal	 organoids	 generated	at	 a	1:1	 ratio.	 (A-A’’)	 and	 (D-D’’)	 display	 fine-
grained	mosaic	UB	structures	early	 in	 renal	organoid	development	 (1	day-old).	By	day	2	
and	 3,	 distinct	 domains	 of	Fgfr2UB–/–	(green)	 and	WT	 (red)	 cells	 become	 apparent	 in	 the	
mutant	chimeras,	with	WT	cells	preferentially	taking	up	residence	at	the	tips	of	UB	tubules	
(arrowheads	 in	 B’-B’’	 and	 C’-C’’)[n=3	 cultures].	 In	 2	 and	 3	 day-old	 littermate	 control	
WTóWT	mosaic	 structures,	 red	 and	 green	 cells	maintain	 their	 fine-granularity	 and	 red	
and	green	cells	seem	to	have	equal	preference	in	forming	part	of	the	tips	of	branching	UB	
structures	(E’-E’’	and	F’-F’’).	White	dotted	lines	demarcate	UB	structures.	Scale	bar	=	100m.	












old	mosaic	UB	structures	with	WT	cells	 (red)	preferentially	occupying	 the	 future	 sites	of	
branching	(arrowheads)	at	 the	expense	of	Fgfr2UB–/–	cells	 (green).	By	day	4,	many	mosaic	
structures	 have	 branched	 and	 the	 preferential	 residence	 of	WT	 cells	 in	 the	 tips	 of	 new	
branches	was	maintained	(B-B’’;D-D’’)	Arrowheads	correspond	to	tip	specific	maintenance	
of	WT	cells.	By	contrast,	(E-E’’)	show	control	3	day-old	mosaic	UB	structures	with	WT	(red)	
cells	 randomly	 distributed	 with	 no	 clear	 domain	 preference.	 At	 day	 4,	 red	 WT	 cells	
maintained	 their	 fine-granularity	and	 there	 seemed	 to	be	no	preference	 for	 red	or	green	
cells	 in	 forming	 part	 of	 the	 tips	 of	 new	UB	 branches	 (white	 dotted	 lines	 in	 F-F’’).	White	
dotted	lines	demarcate	UB	structures.	Scale	bar	equals	100	microns.	
	
To	 quantify	 the	 results,	 we	 produced	 color	 profiles	 for	 30	 randomly	 chosen	 “tip”	
regions	 and	 30	 randomly	 chosen	 “trunk”	 regions	 (as	 described	 in	 Chapter	 3)	 to	 further	
characterize	these	domains	in	3-day-old	chimeric	structures.	Color	profiles	were	created	by	
finding	 the	 ratio	 of	 red	 versus	 green	 pixels	 within	 a	 specific	 region	 (channels	 were	
evaluated	 separately	 and	 only	 pixels	 with	 intensity	 values	 over	 a	 background	 control	
region	were	 considered).	With	 this	 analysis,	 we	 found	 that	 tips	 in	 Fgfr2UB–/–	óWT	 (1:1)	














region	 (channels	 were	 analyzed	 separately).	 The	 ratio	 of	 red	 to	 green	 pixels	 was	 then	
calculated	to	determine	the	tip	or	trunk	region’s	color	profile	(only	pixels	with	an	intensity	






for	 raw	 data).	 In	 the	 Fgfr2UB–/–	óWT	 chimera,	 the	 tips	 were	 approximately	 two	 times	

















of	 the	RMASTR	 allele	 in	 a	 subset	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 embryo;	 the	 GFPcre	 fusion	 protein	 is	 then	





activity	 on	 these	 floxed	 genes	 and	 floxed	 reporter	 alleles	 can	 lead	 to	 unwanted	 labeled	
control	 cells	 or	 unlabeled	 mutants.	 By	 contrast,	 the	 MASTR	 technique	 preserves	 the	
spatiotemporal	control	of	the	conventional	cre/loxP	systems	but	has	the	added	advantage	




	 Pregnant	 females	 carrying	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2lox/–	 (experimental)	 and	
RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	 (control)	 embryos	 were	 injected	 with	 tamoxifen	 at	 approximately	
E10.5;	 this	will	 induce	recombination	when	 the	primary	UB	 tip	domain	has	already	been	
established.	The	kidneys	were	 subsequently	 analyzed	 at	 E13.5,	 after	 the	UB	had	had	 the	
chance	 to	undergo	several	 rounds	of	branching	morphogenesis.	Both	mutant	and	control	
mosaic	kidneys	appeared	grossly	normal	with	no	significant	difference	in	the	number	of	UB	
branches	 (data	 not	 shown),	 consistent	 with	 a	 low	 level	 of	 recombination	 of	 the	 Fgfr2lox	
allele.	 Because	 the	GFP	 fluorescence	 of	GFPcre	was	 too	 low	 to	 visualize	 clearly,	we	used	
whole-mount	immunofluorescence	with	an	antibody	against	GFP	to	identify	cells	in	which	
recombination	had	occurred.		Because	recombination	occurs	in	cells	scattered	throughout	






mutant	 cells	 (Figure	 4.6A-A’),	 although	 several	 tips	 were	 devoid	 of	 any	 mutant	 cells	
(Figure	4.6B-C’).	This	was	in	slight	contrast	to	RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	control	embryos	where,	
unsurprisingly,	heterozygous	recombinant	cells	were	again	found	in	moderate	quantities	in	
most	 heterozygous	 UB	 tips	 (Figure	 4.6D-E’),	 though	 some	 tips	 contained	 a	 great	
abundance	of	marked	 cells	 (Figure	 4.6	 F-G’).	 The	distribution	of	MASTR-labeled	 cells	 in	
tips	and	trunks	are	given	in	Table	4.1.	To	quantify	the	contribution	of	MASTR-labeled	cells	
to	 the	 UB	 tips,	we	 counted	 the	 fraction	 of	 GFP+	 cells	 in	 the	 UB	 tips	 relative	 to	 the	 total	
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number	of	GFP+	cells	anywhere	 in	 the	UB.	 In	 the	control	kidneys,	an	average	of	52%	+/-	
4.3%	(SD)	of	GFP+	UB	cells	were	located	in	the	tips,	while	in	the	experimental	kidneys	only	
38%	+/-	8.5%	(SD)	of	 the	GFP+	UB	cells	were	 located	 in	 the	 tips,	a	 significant	difference	





Figure	 4.6	 –	 Prevalence	 of	 recombinant	 cells	 in	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2lox/–	 and	
RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	UB	 tips.	 (A-G’)	Immunofluorescence	images	(single	optical	sections)	
of	 representative	 UB	 tips	 and	 adjacent	 trunk	 regions	 from	 E13.5	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2lox/–	
experimental	 (A-C’)	 or	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	 (D-G’)	 control	 embryos	 treated	 with	 4mg	 of	
Tamoxifen	at	E10.5.	(A-A’)	Most	UB	branches	(green;	α-Calbindin)	in	RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2lox/–	
kidneys	displayed	some	mutant	recombinant	cells	(red;	α-GFP)	in	their	tips.	Numerous	tips	











Table	 4.1	 –	 The	 distribution	 of	 recombinant	 UB	 cells	 in	RFlpoER/MASTR;	 Fgfr2lox/–	 and	
RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	kidneys.	After	induction	with	4mg	of	Tamoxifen	at	E10.5,	the	number	
of	recombinant	cells	in	E13.5	tips	and	trunks	of	RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	(control;	n=3	kidneys;	






Figure	 4.7	 –	 The	 fraction	 of	 recombinant	 UB	 cells	 in	 the	 UB	 tips	 of	 RFlpoER/MASTR;	
Fgfr2lox/–	 and	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	kidneys.	 After	 induction	 with	 4mg	 of	 Tamoxifen	 at	
E10.5,	 the	 number	 of	 recombinant	 cells	 in	 E13.5	 tips	 and	 trunks	 of	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2+/–	
(control;	 n=3	 kidneys)	 and	 RFlpoER/MASTR;Fgfr2lox/–	 (mutant;	 n=3	 kidneys)	 kidneys	 was	
tabulated.	 The	 percentage	 of	 recombinant	 cells	 in	 UB	 tips	 (i.e.,	 recombinant	 cells	 in	
tips/recombinant	 cells	 in	 tips	 +	 trunks)	 was	 then	 calculated	 for	 each	 kidney	 and	 is	
displayed	along	with	the	mean.	Mutant	recombinant	cells	were	slightly	less	prevalent	(avg	















RTK-signaling	 through	 Fgfr2	 has	 been	 known	 to	 play	 an	 important	 role	 in	 UB	
branching	morphogenesis,	although	its	importance	appears	to	be	secondary	to	that	of	Ret	
signaling.	 	 The	 cell-autonomous	 effects	 of	 RTK-signaling	 mediated	 by	 Fgfr2	 have	 not	
previously	 been	 studied	 in	 the	 kidney,	 however.	 Here	 we	 show	 that	 cell	 competition	
between	WT	and	Fgfr2–/–	mutant	UB	cells	in	fine-grained	mosaic	renal	organoid	structures	
resulted	 in	 segregation	 of	 the	 WT	 and	 mutant	 cells	 into	 different	 domains:	 WT	 cells	
preferentially	occupied	the	future	sites	of	branching	and	were	preferentially	maintained	in	
the	tips	of	the	branching	organoids.	These	observations	show	that	individual	cells	lacking	
Fgfr2	 display	 a	 large	 defect	 in	 the	 ability	 to	 contribute	 to	 forming	 UB	 branches.	 This	
suggests	that	Fgfr2-signaling	may	aid	in	establishing	the	UB	tip	domain,	together	with	the	





adhesion	 (Meyer	 et	 al.	 2009).	 UB	 tip	 cells	 are	 distinguished	 from	 trunk	 cells	 by	 a	much	
higher	rate	of	proliferation,	as	assayed	by	incorporation	of	BrdU	(Fisher	et	al.,	2001;	Meyer	
et	 al.,	 2004;	 Micheal	 et	 al.,	 2004)	 and	 WT	 cells	 in	 a	 forming	 tip	 domain	 may	 simply	






domain	 forms,	 there	was	no	significant	difference	 in	proliferation	rates	between	controls	
and	 WD-targeted	 Fgfr2	 mutants	 (Okazawa	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 When	 taken	 together	 with	 the	
previously	observed	small	difference	in	proliferation	rates	(~22%)	and	cell	death	rates	in	
UB	 tips	 of	 E13.5	 Fgfr2UB–/–	and	 WT	 kidneys	 developed	 in	 vivo	 (Zhao	 et	 al.,	 2004),	 cell	
proliferation	or	survival	are	not	likely	the	main	mechanisms	of	domain	segregation	during	
the	 formation	 of	 UB	 tips,	 although	 they	 cannot	 be	 fully	 excluded.	 Also,	 the	 significant	
deficiency	 of	WT	 cells	 in	 trunk	 regions	 of	Fgfr2UB–/–	óWT	chimeric	UB	 structures	 argues	
against	a	 simple,	 tip	proliferation-based	model;	 cell	migration	and/or	adhesion	are	more	
likely	mechanisms	 given	 the	 observed	 segregation	 of	WT	 and	mutant	 cells	 into	 different	
domains.	 In	 some	 situations,	 cells	 sort	 out	 based	 on	 differing	 expression	 of	 adhesion	
molecules,	 such	as	E-cadherin	 (Steinberg,	2007).	Fgfr2-signaling	might	alter	 the	adhesive	
properties	 of	 cells,	 so	 that	 WT	 cells	 are	 passively	 sorted	 from	 mutant	 cells,	 based	 on	
adhesive	differences,	however	it	seems	unlikely	that	adhesive	differences	alone	can	explain	
WT	 cells	 sorting	 to	 the	 site	 where	 new	 branches	 form,	 which	 suggests	 directed	 cell	
migration	 may	 be	 involved.	 Indeed,	 cell	 rearrangements	 have	 been	 observed	 in	 other	
chimeric	 UBs	 involving	 other	 RTK-signaling	molecules,	 specifically	Ret,	 or	Etv4	 and	Etv5	
(Chapter	3;	Chi	et	al.,	2009;	Kuure	et	al.,	2010).	Time-lapse	microscopy	of	mosaic	Fgfr2UB–/–	
óWT	UBs	 in	 the	 future	may	 help	 resolve	 the	 precise	mechanism	 that	 leads	 to	 the	 non-
random	distribution	of	WT	and	mutant	UB	cells.		
We	also	used	 the	MASTR	approach	 to	 investigate	 the	requirement	of	Fgfr2	 for	 the	




already	 formed	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 In	 E13.5	 kidneys,	 we	 found	 a	 slight	 but	 significant	
reduction	 in	 the	 fraction	 of	 recombinant	 Fgfr2-/-	 UB	 cells	 in	 the	 UB	 tips,	 compared	 to	
controls	(38%	vs.	52%).	 	The	defects	displayed	by	Fgfr2	mutant	cells	 in	this	system	were	
considerably	milder	 than	we	had	observed	 in	 the	chimeric	 renal	organoid	system,	where	
Fgfr2-/-	 cells	 were	 largely	 excluded	 from	 the	 UB	 tips.	 There	 are	 at	 least	 two	 potential	
differences	in	the	experimental	methods	that	may	account	for	the	different	results.	First,	in	
the	chimeric	organoids,	the	mutant	and	WT	UB	cells	were	mixed	together	and	formed	UB	
epithelial	 tubules,	 which	 then	 gave	 rise	 to	 tip	 and	 trunk	 domains;	 but	 in	 the	 MASTR	
experiments	 the	mutant	 cells	were	 generated	 starting	 at	 E10.5,	 after	 the	 primary	UB	 tip	
domain	had	already	formed,	and	some	of	the	mutant	cells	presumably	arose	in	the	UB	tip.	
Therefore,	 in	 order	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	 UB	 tips	 at	 E13.5,	 the	 mutant	 cells	 only	 had	 to	
remain	 in	 the	 tip	domain	 for	 several	days,	but	 they	did	not	have	 to	enter	 the	 tip	domain	
while	 it	was	first	being	generated.	 	As	discussed	further	below,	 it	 is	possible	that	Fgfr2	is	
more	important	for	the	cell	rearrangements	that	generate	the	UB	tip	domain	than	it	is	for	
the	maintenance	of	the	UB	tip.		Second,	in	the	chimeric	organoids	the	Fgfr2-/-	mutant	cells	
were	 competing	with	 fully	wild	 type	 (Fgfr2+/+)	 cells,	whereas	 in	 the	MASTR	experiments	
the	 Fgfr2-/-	 (GFP+)	 mutant	 cells	 were	 competing	 with	 Fgfr2+/-	 cells	 (as	 MASTR	











during	branching,	while	a	different	possibility	 is	 that	 the	mutant	 tip	 cells	proliferate	 less	
than	WT	or	Fgfr2+/-	 tip	cells,	and	over	 time	are	outnumbered.	 	The	cell	movement	model	
would	best	be	tested	by	time	lapse	microscopy	of	chimeric	organoid	cultures;	in	the	case	of	
Spry1	chimeras	(Chapter	3),	time-lapse	imaging	showed	that	Spry1-/-	cells	moved	from	an	




easily	 visualized	 after	 antibody	 staining.	 An	 improved	 version	 of	 the	 MASTR	 allele,	
encoding	a	more	strongly	fluorescent	protein,	is	needed	for	such	experiments.		
The	other	possible	explanation	 is	 that	Fgfr2-/-	UB	 tip	 cells	proliferate	more	 slowly	
than	wild	 type	 tip	cells,	 so	 the	mutant	cells	are	gradually	overgrown	by	 the	WT	 tip	cells.	
Indeed,	 this	was	the	explanation	proposed	to	explain	the	effects	of	 loss	of	Fgfr2-/-	 cells	 in	
mosaic	mammary	 gland	 epithelium	 (Lu	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 	 	 In	Fgfr2UB–/–	E13.5	 kidneys,	 it	was	
reported	 that	 the	 UB	 tip	 cells	 showed	 a	 slightly	 lower	 rate	 of	 proliferation	 (13%	 fewer	
BrdU+	cells)	than	tip	cells	in	WT	kidneys	(Zhao	et	al.,	2004).		Whether	this	slight	difference	
is	 enough	 to	 account	 for	 the	 virtual	 absence	 of	 Fgfr2-/-	 cells	 in	 the	 UB	 tips	 of	 chimeric	





branching	 epithelium,	 but	 is	 instead	 found	 throughout	 the	 tips	 and	 trunks	 during	 UB	
morphogenesis.	In	light	of	this,	proliferation	regulated	by	Fgfr2-signaling	in	the	tips	could	
differ	 from	 that	 of	 the	 trunks	 despite	 its	 uniform	 expression.	 Indeed,	 in	 the	 branching	
mammary	 epithelium,	 Fgfr2	 is	 also	 expressed	 in	 the	 terminal	 end	 buds	 (the	 tips)	 and	
throughout	 the	 ductal	 epithelium.	 However,	 FGFR2-signaling	 functions	 specifically	 in	




A	 third	possibility	 is	a	defect	 in	cell	 survival,	as	a	slight	 increase	 in	cell	death	was	
reported	in	Fgfr2UB–/–	E13.5	UB	tips	(Zhao	et	al.,	2004).	Although	we	saw	no	visual	evidence	
of	 apoptosis	 among	 mutant	 recombinant	 cells,	 there	 seemed	 to	 be	 an	 overall	 lower	
prevalence	 of	 MASTR-labeled	 mutant	 cells	 than	 control	 cells	 even	 when	 accounting	 for	
kidney	size	(data	not	shown)	or	the	number	of	tips	of	each	kidney	(Table	4.1),	therefore	a	
fuller	 investigation	 is	 warranted.	 Future	 proliferation	 and	 cell	 death	 assays	 in	 mosaic	




Together	 these	 data	 are	 consistent	 with	 a	 possible	model	 in	 which	 Fgfr2	 plays	 a	
relatively	 more	 prominent	 role	 in	 organizing	 the	 primary	 tip	 domain	 and	 a	 lesser,	
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supporting	 role	 in	maintaining	 the	UB	branch	 tips.	 In	Ret	 knockout	mice,	 almost	40%	of	
embryos	 show	 budding	 of	 the	 primary	 UB,	 and	 additional	 deletion	 of	 Fgfr2	 completely	
abolishes	UB	 formation	 (Michos	et	 al.,	 2010;	 Schuchardt	 et	 al.,	 1994).	 Similarly,	 although	
renal	 agenesis	 was	 rare	 in	 Fgf10	 homozygotes	 (15%),	 removing	 one	 Gdnf	 allele	
(Fgf10−/−;Gdnf+/−)	 caused	 100%	 agenesis	 (Michos	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 indicating	 that	 Fgf10	 and	
Gdnf	 normally	 cooperate	 to	 promote	 UB	 outgrowth	 from	 the	 WD.	 Furthermore,	 Fgf10	
expression	 is	sufficient	 in	 inducing	ectopic	WD	budding	of	 the	cultured	mouse	urogenital	
system,	 even	 in	 a	 Gdnf−/−	 embryo	 (Michos	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 These	 previous	 observations	
indicate	partial	 redundancy	between	RET	and	FGFR2	signaling	 in	 the	 initial	 formation	of	
the	UB.			




of	 RTK-signaling	 in	 individual	 cells	 to	 promote	 their	 segregation	 to	 the	 progenitor	 tip	
domains	in	the	WD	and	the	UB.	Actually,	Fgfr2	has	been	shown	to	regulate	Etv	expression	
(downstream	 of	 RTK-signaling)	 in	 E10.5	 Wolffian	 ducts	 (Okazawa	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 Other	
unstudied	RTKs	and	other	MM-derived	signals	are	very	likely	to	play	a	role	in	this	process	
as	 well	 since	 the	 WD	 can	 still	 become	 pseudo-stratified	 in	 various	 Fgf10/GDNF	 double	
mutants	that	exhibit	renal	agenesis	(Michos	et	al.,	2010).		




analysis	 is	 needed	 to	 clarify	 whether	 this	 is	 the	 primary	 cause	 for	 the	 reduction	 in	 the	
distribution	of	Fgfr2	mutant	cells	within	control	tips,	as	previously	described.			
RTK-signaling	 though	 Fgfr2	 is	 a	 known	 secondary	 signaling	 network	 during	 UB	
morphogenesis.	Similar	to	Ret	and	other	shared	signaling	components	that	form	the	main	















Mouse	 Manipulation.	 Tamoxifen	 (Sigma	 T5648,	 4	 mg)	 was	 administered	 by	
intraperitoneal	injection		
Whole-mount	 Immunofluorescence	 Staining.	 E13.5	 kidneys	 were	 fixed	 in	 4%	
paraformaldehyde	 (PFA)	 (overnight,	4°C)	and	washed	 in	PBS	 (3	x	10min).	 Samples	were	
then	incubated	in	10%	Normal	Donkey	Serum	in	TSP	(0.1%	Triton	X-100,	0.05%	Saponin,	




Cy2	 Donkey	 anti-Goat,	 respectively;	 Jackson	 ImmunoResearch)	 were	 diluted	 in	 TSP	 and	
10%	NDS	and	samples	were	incubated	for	3	days	at	4°C	followed	by	TSP	washes	(3x,	40min,	
RT).			
Confocal	 Microscopy	 and	 Statistics.	 Samples	 were	 then	methanol-dehydrated,	 cleared	
with	the	agent	BABB	(Benzyl	alcohol	:	Benzyl	benzoate;	1:1)	(Fisher	Scientific)		for	confocal	
microscopy,	 and	 optical	 sections	 at	 3-micron	 intervals	 were	 imaged	 through	 the	 whole	
kidneys.	All	 recombinant	cells	within	 the	ureteric	 trees	were	 then	counted	and	 tabulated	
and	 the	 percentage	 of	 recombinant	 cells	 in	 the	 tips	 were	 then	 calculated	 in	 mutant	










While	many	 signaling	 proteins	 and	 transcription	 factors	 that	 control	 ureteric	 bud	




et	 al.,	 2009).	 In	 the	kidney	and	other	 contexts,	 these	 transcriptional	 regulators	have	also	
been	implicated	in	cell	migration,	such	as	in	the	radial	migration	of	cortical	neurons	and	in	
invasive	 cancer	 cells	 (Firlej	 et	 al.,	 2008;	 Hasegawa	 et	 al.,	 2004;	 Kuure	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 	 In	
exploring	 the	 downstream	 genes	 potentially	 regulated	 by	 Etv4	 and	 Etv5,	 Lu	 et	 al.,	 2009	
identified	several	genes	whose	expression	 in	 the	ureteric	bud	depends	on	Etv4	and	Etv5.	
Among	 them	 was	 membrane-type	 matrix	 metalloproteinase	 1	 (MT1-MMP	 or	 Mmp14),	
which	 had	 previously	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 directly	 regulated	 by	 Etv4	 in	 other	 cell	 types	




MMP14	 is	 a	 transmembrane	 endopeptidase	 and	 is	 part	 of	 a	 family	 of	 matrix	





detection	 is	 thought	 to	 be	 caused	 by	 protein	 shedding,	 whereby	 the	 catalytic	 domain	 of	
membrane	bound-MMP14	on	UB	cells	is	cleaved	and	causes	detection	in	the	MM	(Toth	et	al.,	
2002).	 	 While	 many	 MMPs	 are	 secreted,	 MMP14	 is	 one	 of	 a	 subset	 that	 contain	 a	
transmembrane	domain	and	are	thus	located	at	the	cell	surface.		
	
MMP14	 is	 known	 to	 degrade	 components	 of	 the	 extracellular	 matrix	 (ECM),	
including	type	I,	 II	and	III	collagens,	 fibronectin,	vitronectin,	 laminins	111	and	332,	 fibrin	
and	proteoglycans	(Seiki,	2003).	MMP14	can	additionally	cleave	other	cell	surface	proteins	
such	 as	 CD44	 (Kajita	 et	 al.,	 2001),	 transglutaminase	 (Belkin	 et	 al.,	 2001),	 αv	 integrin	
(Deryugina	 et	 al.,	 2002),	 syndecan-1	 (Endo	 et	 al.,	 2003),	 and	 low-density	 lipoprotein	
receptor	related	protein	(Rozanov	et	al.,	2004).	These	extremely	divergent	substrates	 for	
MMP14	 make	 it	 an	 important	 regulator	 of	 the	 pericellular	 environment	 and	 allow	 it	 to	
regulate	 multiple	 cellular	 functions,	 such	 as	 promoting	 invasion,	 cell	 migration	 and	
proliferation	and	other	aspects	of	branching	morphogenesis	(Barbolina	et	al.,	2008).	Until	
recently,	 it	 had	 been	 thought	 that	 matrix	 metalloproteinases,	 in	 general,	 participate	 in	
these	 processes	 simply	 by	 degrading	 components	 of	 the	 extracellular	 matrix	 (ECM).	









many	 metastasizing	 cancers,	 MMP14	 is	 upregulated	 (along	 with	 ETV4,	 as	 previously	





tubule,	 possessing	 greater	 cell	 motility	 and	 outcompeting	 those	 with	 less	 MMP14	
expression	 (Mori	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 Cell	 migration,	 itself,	 requires	 several	 components:	
activation	of	cytoskeletal	motor	function	to	provide	cell	movement,	alteration	of	adhesive	
sites	 and	 cell-surface	 adhesive	 molecules	 to	 provide	 traction,	 clearing	 of	 ECM	 to	 break	
down	physical	barriers,	and	the	presence	of	chemoattractants	to	guide	migration	(Vu	et	al.,	
2000).	 	MMP14	may	potentially	regulate	any	of	these	processes.	Interestingly,	the	cellular	
rearrangements	 observed	 in	 engineered	 epithelial	 tubules	 were	 independent	 of	 the	
catalytic	domain	but	absolutely	required	the	hemopexin	domain,	 implicated	 in	binding	to	
and	 signaling	 through	 other	 cell	 surface	 receptors,	 such	 as	 CD44	 (Barbolina	 et	 al.,	 2008;	
Mori	et	al.,	2009).	Likewise,	in	the	developing	mammary	glands,	MMP14	is	expressed	in	the	
invading	edges	of	the	terminal	end	buds	(TEBs)	of		the	ductal	epithelium.		In	this	tissue,	it	
has	 been	 shown	 to	 activate	 MAP-Kinase	 signaling	 and	 regulate	 Integrin	 β1-dependent	






fewer	branches	 and	 a	 severe	 reduction	 in	 cell	 proliferation	 (Riggins	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 among	
other	abnormalities.	Although	increased	deposition	of	ECM	components	has	been	observed	
in	mutant	kidneys	(Riggins	et	al.,	2010),	the	precise	mechanisms	that	cause	the	branching	
defects,	 and	 whether	 these	 mechanisms	 are	 cell-autonomous,	 are	 not	 known,	 and	 the	
precise	role	of	MMP14	in	branching	morphogenesis	remains	to	be	elucidated.	We	decided	
to	 take	 an	 approach	 that	 has	 been	 fruitful	 in	 studies	 of	 several	 other	 genes	 involved	 in	
ureteric	 bud	branching:	 to	 generate	 chimeras	 in	which	 a	 subset	 of	 cells	 lack	Mmp14	and	
examine	 their	 ability	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	Wolffian	 duct	 and	 ureteric	 bud	 in	 developing	
chimeric	kidneys.		
Stimulation	 of	 the	 Ret	 receptor	 tyrosine	 kinase	 by	 GDNF	 can	 promote	 cell	
proliferation	in	the	ureteric	bud	tip	cells	of	cultured	kidneys	(Pepicelli	et	al.,	1997).	GDNF	
could	also	direct	the	chemotactic	migration	of	cultured	Madin-Darby	canine	kidney	(MDCK)	
cells	 that	were	engineered	 to	express	Ret	 (Tang	et	 al.,	 1998).	 	Additionally,	Ret	 signaling	
promotes	cell	movements;	 in	 the	Wolffian	duct	 that	give	rise	 to	 the	 first	ureteric	bud	tip,	
initiating	 kidney	development	 (Chi	 et	 al.,	 2009b).	As	mentioned,	 these	 cellular	 behaviors	
have	been	found	to	be	mediated,	at	least	in	part,	by	ETV4	and	ETV5	expression	(Kuure	et	al.,	
2010).	In	forming	chimeras	in	whch	a	subset	of	the	WD/UB	cells	carried	the	Etv4–/–;Etv5+/–	
mutant	 alleles	 in	 a	wild-type	 host,	 it	was	 observed	 that	 the	mutant	 cells	were	 unable	 to	
contribute	to	the	primary	ureteric	bud	tip	domain	of	the	WD	or	to	the	tips	of	UB	branches,	
and	were	 instead	relegated	 to	 the	UB	 trunks.	 In	contrast,	when	Etv4–/–;Etv5+/–	embryonic	
stem	(ES)	cells	were	 injected	 into	Ret-hypomorphic	hosts	 they	contributed	extensively	 to	
the	 UB	 tips	 as	 well	 as	 the	 trunks.	 These	 studies	 showed	 that	 an	 early	 role	 of	 ETV4/5	
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RET-signaling,	 through	a	constitutively	active	 form	of	 the	protein,	 can	cause	unrestricted	
growth	of	the	ureteric	bud	(Srinivas	et	al.,	1999).	These	studies	demonstrate	that	not	only	
does	normal	UB	branching	morphogenesis	require	GDNF	and	RET,	but	that	UB	outgrowth	
and	branching	 are	 a	 specific	 consequence	 of	 these	 signals.	 As	mentioned,	 the	 absence	 of	
MMP14	yields	 less	proliferation	of	UB	 cells,	 less	branching,	 and	an	 increase	 in	basement	
membrane	 components	 (Riggins	 et	 al.,	 2010).	 It	 remains	 to	 be	 seen,	 however,	 whether	
MMP14	parallels	 its	 upstream	 effectors	 and	 can	 specifically	 promote	 proliferation	 in	 the	
developing	 UB,	 stimulate	 branching,	 or	 influence	 the	 specific	 pattern	 of	 growth	 and	
branching.	 	 Therefore,	 in	 addition	 to	 chimera	 studies	 of	 MMP14	 loss-of-function,	 I	
performed	gain	of	function	studies	in	which	I	attempted	to	overexpress	MMP14	in	a	subset	
of	UB	cells	in	order	to	explore	whether	MMP14	imparts	any	these	inductive	qualities	in	a	
cell	 autonomous	 fashion.	 We	 hypothesized	 that	 cells	 with	 increased	 MMP14	 expression	
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might	 exhibit	 increased	 cell	motility,	might	 segregate	 from	WT	cells	 and	 sort	 to	 the	 tips,	









duct/UB	 and	 branching	 morphogenesis	 of	 the	 ureteric	 bud,	 we	 tracked	 the	 behavior	 of	
fluorescently	marked	mutant	cells	compared	to	their	WT	host	cells	in	chimeric	ureters	and	
kidneys.	 	Mmp14-/-	embryonic	stem	cells	that	also	carried	the	Hoxb7:myr-venus	transgene,	
which	expresses	a	yellow	 fluorescent	protein	 in	 the	WD	and	UB	(Chi	et	al.,	2009a)	 ,were	
first	 generated.	 These	 cells	 were	 then	 injected	 in	 to	 wild-type	 blastocysts,	 which	 were	









Figure 5.1 - Distribution of Mmp14–/– cells in chimeric Wolffian duct and ureteric bud epithelium 
at E12.5.  Whole-mount immunofluorescence images of Mmp14-/- <-> WT chimeric kidneys and ureters 
from E12.5 embryos (A-D) stained with α-GFP (green) to reveal mutant cells, with α-calbindin (red) to 
label all WD and UB cells. Mutant cells contribute to the Wolffian ducts (A-C), ureters (A, B), ureteric 
bud trunks (A, B, D), and tips (A, B, D) of all chimeric embryos analyzed (n=3/3 embryos). cnd, common 
nephric duct;  tip, ureteric tree tip;  tr, ureteric tree trunk;  ur, ureter;  wd, Wolffian duct. Scale bar eaquals 
100 microns 
	
Figure	 5.1	 shows	 whole-mount	 images	 of	 chimeras	 at	 E12.5.	 In	 contrast	 to	 Ret	
(Shakya	et	al.,	2005b),	Sprouty1	(Chi	et	al.,	2009)	and	ETV4/5	(Kuure	et	al.,	2010)	mutant	
cells,	Mmp14	mutant	cells	show	no	apparent	domain	segregation	from	the	WT	cells	in	the	
ureteric	 bud.	 Cells	 lacking	Mmp14	 can	 clearly	 contribute	 to	 the	 trunks	 and	 tips	 of	 the	
branching	 ureteric	 bud	 at	 E12.5.	 As	 shown	 in	 the	 whole-mount	 images	 (Fig	 5.1	 A-C),	
Mmp14	mutant	cells	were	also	found	in	the	Wolffian	duct	and	common	nephric	duct,	with	




	 The	 ability	 of	 Mmp14-/-	 cells	 to	 remain	 at	 the	 UB	 tips	 in	 E12.5	 kidneys	made	 it	
unnecessary	 to	 examine	 earlier-stage	 chimeric	 embryos,	 because	 (based	 on	 all	 previous	
studies)	 if	 the	 cells	 were	 absent	 from	 the	 UB	 tips	 at	 an	 earlier	 stage,	 they	 would	 not	
repopulate	 the	 tips	 at	 E12.5.	 	 However,	we	 considered	 the	 possibility	 that	 a	 very	minor	
defect	in	cell	competition	might	not	yet	be	revealed	at	E12.5,	and	might	take	more	time	to	







Figure 5.2 - Distribution of Mmp14-/- cells in chimeric ureteric bud epithelium at E14.5.  Whole-
mount immunofluorescence images of Mmp14-/- <-> WT chimeric kidneys from E14.5 embryos (A-E) 
stained with anti-GFP (green) to reveal mutant cells, with anti-calbindin (red) to label all UB cells. C and 
D are enlargements of the kidneys in A and B, respectively. Mutant cells contribute to the ureters (E), 
trunks (A-D; arrows), and tips (A-D; arrowheads) of all chimeric kidneys analyzed (n=2/2 kidneys).. 
Courtesy of Dr. Sally Burn, (E).shows E18.5 kidneys from a WTóWT embryo in which WT ES cells 
carrying Hb7GFP were injected into a WT host blastocyst. A patchwork pattern of UB tip contribution 
was observed, with regions of high contribution of GFP+ cells to the UB tips (white arrows) adjacent to 
regions with little or no contribution to of GFP+ cells to the UB tips (yellow arrows). ur, ureter. Scale bar 




At	 this	 later	 stage,	 and	 similar	 to	 E12.5,	 Mmp14	 mutant	 cells	 are	 still	 able	 to	
contribute	to	the	tips	and	trunks	of	the	branching	ureteric	tree,	as	well	as	the	Wolffian	duct	








branching,	 we	 attempted	 to	 overexpress	 the	 protein	 in	 a	 subset	 of	 UB	 cells	 by	 viral	
infection	 and	 to	 observe	 changes	 in	 cell	 behavior.	We	 used	 a	 retroviral	 vector	 (MMP14	
vector)	to	stably	express	a	single	bicistronic	mRNA	containing	mouse	Mmp14,	an	internal	
ribosomal	entry	site	(IRES),	and	myr-Venus	expression	marker	to	produce	virus	in	cultured	







Figure	 5.3	 –	 Transfection	 of	 retroviral	 vectors	 reveals	 functional	 plasmids	 that	 can	
overexpress	MMP14.	 (A)	and	(B)	show	vector	diagrams	of	 the	mmp14-IRES-myrVenus	(MMP14)	
and	IRES-myrVenus	(Venus	Control)	 retroviral	plasmids,	respectively.	In	(C	)and	(D)	HEK293	cells	
were	 transfected	 with	 MMP14-IRES-myrVenus	 	 and	 Venus	 Control	 plasmids,	 respectively,	 and	
expression	 of	 the	 Venus	marker	 reveals	 functional	 retroviral	 plasmids.	Western	 blotting	 against	
MMP14	 in	 cell	 lysate	 (cytoplasmic)	 and	 cell	 debris	 (membrane)	 protein	 fractions	 obtained	 from	






Initial	 transfection	 into	 Human	 Embryonic	 Kidney	 (HEK293)	 cells	 for	 the	
production	 of	 virus	 revealed	 a	 robust	 expression	 of	myr-Venus	 and	 a	 functional	 plasmid	
(Figures	 5.3C	 and	 D).	Western	blotting	 against	MMP14	protein	was	 then	performed	on	
cells	transfected	with	either	the	MMP14	vector,	the	Venus	Control	vector,	or	a	third	‘empty’	
control	 vector	 lacking	 both	 the	 Mmp14	 and	 myr-Venus	 constructs.	 Both	 cell	 lysates	
(enriched	 for	 cytoplasmic	 protein)	 and	 cellular	 debris	 (enriched	 for	 membrane-bound	
proteins)	 were	 prepared	 and	 probed,	 but	 only	 cells	 transfected	with	 the	MMP14	 vector	




with	 either	 the	 MMP14	 or	 Venus	 Control	 vectors	 and	 viral	 titers	 revealed	 moderate	
concentrations	 of	 viral	 preparations:	 MMP14	 viral	 preparation	 yield	 –	 3.3	 x	 106	colony-
forming	units	(cfu)/mL	and	Venus	Control	viral	preparation	yield	–	1.6	x	105	cfu/mL.		Both	






Figure	 5.4	 –	 Infection	 of	 HEK293	 cells	 with	 MMP14	 and	 Venus	 Control	 virus	 reveals	
functional	virus	and	viral	infectablility.	Venus	expression	in	infected	HEK293	cells	are	visualized	




Multiple	 trials	 of	 injecting	 MMP14	 or	 Venus	 Control	 virus	 into	 the	 lumens	 of	








Table	 5.1	 –	 Troubleshooting	 retroviral	 infection	 of	 UB	 epithelia	 for	 the	 overexpression	 of	
MMP14.	(A)	describes	the	modifications	of	the	viral	infection	protocol	undertaken	in	unsuccessful	
attempts	to	infect	UB	cells	via	the	lumen	of	E11.5	or	E12.5	embryonic	explant	kidneys.	(B)	describes	






expression	 of	 our	 desired	 constructs	 from	 the	 retroviral	 plasmid.	 None	 of	 these	
troubleshooting	actions	yielded	proper	infection	of	epithelial	cells	in	the	UB.		We	therefore	
attempted	 to	 infect	 UB	 cells	 in	 other	 contexts,	 in	 renal	 organoids	 and	 in	 single-cell	




Figure	5.5	 –	 Infection	of	 renal	organoid	 cultures	demonstrates	 the	 infectablitly	of	primary	
renal	 cells.	 	Venus	expression	 in	UB	cells	 (brackets)	and	non-UB	cells	 (arrowheads)	 in	2-day	old	
renal	organoid	cultures	infected	with	MMP14	virus	(A,	A’)	or	Venus	Control	virus	(B,	B’)	at	the	onset	
of	37°C	incubation	(0hr).		(A’)	and	(B’)	show	venus	expression	of	the	respective	regions	in	(A)	and	






motility,	 the	ability	of	cells	 to	sort	 to	 the	ureteric	bud	 tips,	and	 in	stimulating	UB	growth	
and	branching,	we	decided	 to	 turn	 to	 the	 renal	 organoid	 system	previously	 shown	 to	be	
suitable	for	the	study	of	cell	rearrangements	during	UB	morphogenesis.	To	this	end,	freshly	
made	 cultures	 were	 incubated	 in	 a	 droplet	 of	 either	 Mmp14	 or	 Venus	 Control	 viral	
preparations	 or	 control	 media	 just	 after	 reaggregation,	 at	 the	 onset	 of	 37°C	 incubation	
(0hr).	When	examined	at	48	hours	post-reaggregation,	both	Mmp14-	and	Venus	Control-
infected	 cultures	 showed	 infection	 of	 non-UB	 and	 UB	 cells,	 as	 visualized	 by	 Venus	
expression	 (Figure	 5.5),	 but	 these	 cultures	 quickly	 deteriorated	 for	 unknown	 reasons.	
During	 the	 subsequent	 48	 hours,	 the	 infected	 cultures	 dramatically	 decreased	 in	 overall	
size,	and	the	ureteric	bud	structures	lost	their	tubular	configuration	and	decreased	in	size	
as	 well	 (Figure	 5.6A-B’’).	 In	 contrast,	 cultures	 incubated	 in	 control	 media	 showed	
relatively	normal	growth	and	branching	(Figure	5.6C-C’’).		
In	 further	 atttempts,	 viral	 preparations	 were	 briefly	 administered	 to	 embryonic	
kidney	cells	at	the	single-cell	suspension	stage	just	before	reaggregation.	This	would	dilute	



























involved	 in	 important,	 cell-autonomous	cell	movements	 that	occur	during	normal	kidney	






MMP14,	we	have	discovered	 that	MMP14	 is	not	required	 for	 the	cellular	rearrangements	
that	initiate	and	promote	UB	morphogenesis,	as	mutant	cells	were	frequently	found	in	the	
tip	progenitor	domains	of	E12.5	branching	UBs.	This	 is	 in	contrast	 to	upstream	signaling	
proteins	 and	 regulators,	 such	 as	 RET	 and	 ETV4/5,	which	 confer	 cells	with	 the	 ability	 to	
form	 part	 of	 the	 tip	 progenitor	 domain.	 In	 similar	 in	 vivo	 chimera	 experiments,	Ret-/-	 or	
Etv4-/-;Etv5+/-	cells	 were	 outcompeted	 by	 WT	 cells	 and	 excluded	 from	 the	 tip	 domains,	
instead	 taking	 up	 residence	 in	 the	 trunk	 portions	 of	 the	 branching	 ureteric	 tree.	 One	
possibility	is	that	MMP14	is	required,	but	the	effects	are	not	cell-autonomous.	The	wildtype	
cells	present	may	somehow	be	able	to	compensate	for	the	lack	of	MMP14	in	the	relatively	
fewer	 mutant	 cells	 and	 therefore	 no	 discernible	 UB	 phenotype	 would	 be	 revealed.	
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Alternatively,	 MMP14	 may	 not	 play	 a	 role	 in	 the	 cell	 rearrangements	 that	 occur	 in	 the	
Wolffian	 duct	 and	 ureteric	 bud	 that	 establish	 and	 maintain	 the	 progenitor	 tip	 domains	
during	UB	morphogenesis.	
We	were	concerned	that,	 if	 the	behaviors	 imparted	to	WD/UB	cells	by	Mmp14	are	
small	in	scope,	potentially	weak	cell	competition	may	not	have	had	enough	time	at	E12.5	to	
produce	 domain	 segregation.	 Weak	 cell	 competition	 has	 been	 illustrated	 in	 previous	
experiments	 involving	 chimeras.	When	Ret-/-	 cells	were	mixed	with	WT	 cells,	 they	were	
almost	entirely	absent	from	the	UB	tips,	but	when	mixed	with	Ret-hypomorphic	cells,	they	
contributed	more	extensively	 to	 the	 tips	 (Chi	X	et	 al.,	 2009).	The	 fact	 that	Ret-/-	 cells	 can	
contribute	 to	 the	 UB	 tip	 domain	 in	 a	 Ret-hypomorphic	 background	 suggests	 that	 the	
difference	in	signaling	 levels	between	Ret	null	and	hypomorphic	cells	 is	not	great	enough	
for	the	hypomorphic	cells	to	fully	out-compete	the	null	cells.	To	address	these	concerns	we	







Our	attempt	 to	overexpress	MMP14	 in	a	subset	of	ureteric	bud	cells	via	 retroviral	
infection	 was	 unsuccessful.	 The	 MMP14	 retroviral	 plasmid	 was	 indeed	 capable	 of	




as	well.	 But	 the	 viral	 preparations	were	 unable	 to	 infect	UB	 cells	when	 injected	 into	 the	
lumens	of	early	embryonic	kidneys	after	many	attempts	and	troubleshooting	modifications,	
including	 injecting	 into	 slightly	 older	 kidneys	 (E12.5),	 creating	 new	 viral	 preparations,	
immunostaining	 for	 Venus	 in	 case	 of	 weak	 expression,	 and	 adding	 glycerol	 to	 the	 viral	
preparation	 to	 prevent	 any	 virion	 adhesion	 to	 the	 walls	 of	 the	 glass	 capillary	 used	 for	
injection.	Conversely,	when	renal	organoid	cultures	were	incubated	with	viral	preparations,	
there	was	successful	 infection	of	both	UB	cells	and	non-UB	cells,	 indicating	that	 the	virus	












the	 host	 cell	 genome,	 but	 one	 of	 the	 pitfalls	 of	 the	 retroviral	 system	 is	 that	 it	 only	
transduces	dividing	cells	(Coffin	JM	et	al.,	1997).	This	may	reduce	the	amount	of	target	cells	






the	 other	 hand,	 are	 a	 subset	 of	 the	 retroviral	 family	 that	 contain	 additional	 accessory	
proteins	that	enable	integration	in	the	absence	of	cell	division	(Cooray	S	et	al.,	2012)	and	







and/or	 the	 proviral	 expression	 process	 hindered	 the	 survival	 of	 the	 UB	 structures	 and,	
therefore,	 the	 culture	 as	 a	whole.	Alternatively,	 there	may	have	been	 a	 toxin	 in	 the	 viral	
preparation	that	was	being	concentrated,	along	with	the	viruses,	 that	had	adverse	effects	
on	culture	survival.	To	address	the	latter	hypothesis,	the	volume	of	viral	preparations	used	
for	 incubation	 was	 reduced	 from	 10ul	 to	 5ul	 and	 a	 chemical	 often	 added	 to	 viral	
preparations	 to	 increase	 infectability,	 Polybrene,	 was	 removed	 since	 excessive	 exposure	
has	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 toxic	 to	 cells	 in	 other	 systems	 (Lin	 P	 et	 al.,	 2011).	 Additionally,	
dissociated	 renal	 cells	were	briefly	 incubated	 in	~20-fold	dilutions	 of	 viral	 preparations,	
and	 the	 pellets	 were	 washed	 just	 after	 reaggregation	 before	 culturing.	 Both	 approaches	





the	 results	 support	 the	 notion	 that	 something	 in	 the	 retroviral	 infection	 process	 itself	 is	
adversely	 affecting	 the	 viability	 of	 the	 renal	 organoid	 cultures,	 thereby	 preventing	 the	
analysis	of	infected	UB	cells.		
To	 further	 understand	 the	 role	 that	 MMP14	 has	 in	 kidney	 development,	 future	
studies	will	have	to	focus	on	the	biochemical	attributes	of	MMP14	itself.		Great	knowledge	
will	 be	 gained	 in	 revealing	 the	 proteins	 that	 interact	 with	 MMP14	 and	 the	 signaling	
cascades	 they	 promote	 or	 inhibit.	 Catalytic	 domain	 cleavage	 and	phosphorylation	 events	
should	also	be	thoroughly	explored	as	they	may	have	a	profound	effect	on	the	behavior	of	
MMP14	and	the	cells	that	express	it.	The	knockout	of	MMP14	does	not	cause	renal	agenesis	
and	 the	moderate	 branching	 defects	 it	 does	 cause	 suggests	 that	 there	 are	 other	 players	
involved	in	cell	movements	in	the	WD	and	UB.	Indeed,	MMP2	and	MMP9	are	known	to	be	
expressed	 in	 the	kidney	(Pohl	et	al.,	2000)	with	a	similar	 temporal	expression	pattern	 to	
MMP14,	 and	Mmp9	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 directly	 regulated	 by	 Etv4	 in	 other	 cellular	
contexts	 (Cowden	Dahl	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 A	 double-	 or	 triple-knockout	 of	 various	MMPs	with	
MMP14	may	be	needed	 to	 observe	 the	 severe	phenotype	 seen	 in	Etv4/5	 or	Ret	mutants.	
MMP14	does	play	a	prominent	role	in	UB	branching	morphogenesis	and	these	experiments	







Embryonic	 Stem	 Cell	 Lines.	Wildtype	 and	Mmp14-/-	ES	 cells	 carrying	Hoxb7:myr-Venus	
were	derived	similarly	to	Shakya	et	al.,	2005.	These	mice	were	a	gift	of	Dr.	M	Seiki	(Ohtake	
et	 al.,	 2006).	 Brielfy,	 Mmp14+/–	 (MGI:	 3687379)	 males	 and	 females	 carrying	
Hoxb7:myrVenus	 (MGI:4415296)	were	mated	 to	 each	other.	 Embryos	were	 recovered	 at	





then	 implanted	 into	 wildtype	 pseudopregnant	 hosts.	 Chimeric	 embryos	 generated	 by	
blastocyst	 injection	 were	 recovered	 at	 E12.5	 and	 E14.5	 and	 urogenital	 systems	 were	
dissected,	cultured	for	3	or	4	hours	on	a	filter,	and	then	fixed.			
Immunofluorescence	 Microscopy.	 Urogenital	 systems	 were	 fixed	 in	 4%	
paraformaldehyde	(PFA)	(1	hr,	4°C),	and	washed	3x	in	PBS	on	a	filter.	Samples	were	then	
incubated	in	TSP	(0.1%	Triton	X-100,	0.05%	Saponin,	PBS)(3x,	10min,	room	temperature)	
before	 incubation	 in	 the	 following	 primary	 antibodies:	 Goat	 anti-Calbindin	 (Invitrogen,	
1:200)	and	Rabbit	anti-GFP	(Invitrogen,	1:500).	Primary	antibody	was	diluted	in	TSP	and	
10%	Normal	Donkey	Serum	(NDS)	and	 incubation	 lasted	3hrs	at	 room	temperature	(RT)	
followed	by	TSP	washes	(3x,	10min,	RT).	Secondary	antibodies	(Cy3	Donkey	anti-Goat,	Cy2	
Donkey	 anti-Rabbit,	 Jackson	 ImmunoResearch)	 were	 diluted	 in	 TSP	 and	 10%	 NDS	 and	
samples	 were	 incubated	 for	 one	 hour	 at	 RT	 followed	 by	 TSP	 washes	 (3x,	 10min,	 RT).		
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Samples	 were	 then	 mounted	 onto	 slides	 using	 Fluoro-gel	 and	 imaged	 by	 by	 Zeiss	
AxioObserver	Z1.	5x	and	10x	objectives	were	used.			
Generation	 of	 Retroviral	 Vector	 for	 Overexpression.	 To	 generate	 the	 “MMP14”	 viral	
vector,	 In-Fusion®	 (Clonetech)	 cloning	 was	 used	 to	 clone	 mouse	Mmp14	 cDNA	 into	 the	
BamHI	 cloning	 site	 upstream	 of	 the	 Internal	 Ribosomal	 Entry	 Site	 (IRES)	 of	 the	 pQCXIX	
retroviral	vector	(Clonetech).	Myr-venus	DNA	was	simultaneously	cloned	into	the	MluI	site	
downstream	of	the	IRES.	Previously	acquired	mmp14	cDNA	and	myr-venus	DNA	were	both	








The	protocol	 for	 combining	 all	 cloned	 fragments	 then	proceeded	as	described	 in	 the In-
Fusion®	HD	Cloning	Kit	User	Manual	The	 final	product	was	 then	 transformed	 into	E.	Coli	
Stellar	 Competent	 Cells	 (HST08	 strain)	 for	 amplification	 and	 confirmed	 by	 a	 diagnostic	
digest	of	the	final	product	with.	The	same	protocol	was	executed	in	order	to	generate	the	




Viral	 Production.	 MMP14	 virus	 was	 generated	 by	 co-transfecting	 the	 MMP14	 viral	
plasmid	and	a	separate	plasmid	containing	vesicular	stomatitis	virus	G	protein	(VSV-G),	an	




plasmid,	 and	 1x	 PEI.	 Fresh	 KCM	was	 given	 to	 the	 cells	 immediately	 before	 transfection.	
Transfection	 efficiency	 was	 then	 assessed	 by	 Venus	 marker	 expression	 48	 h	 after	
transfection	 and	 supernatant	 containing	 virus	 was	 collected	 at	 48,	 72	 and	 96	 h	 after	
transfection.	 	 Venus	 Control	 virus	was	 produced	 similarly	 using	 the	 Venus	 Control	 viral	
plasmid.	
Virus	Purification,	Concentration	and	Titration.	Cell	debris	was	first	removed	from	the	
viral	 preparations	 by	 low	 speed	 centrifugation	 (2,000	 rpm	 for	 5min	 at	 RT).	 The	
supernatant	 was	 then	 filtered	with	 .45µm	 pore	 size	 Steriflip	 filters	 (Millipore)	 and	 then	
filtered	 with	 Amicon	 Ultra-100K	 centrifugal	 filters	 (Millipore)	 for	 15min	 in	 a	 swinging	
bucket	 centrifuge	 (Beckman	TJ-6).	 Viral	 preparations	were	 then	 further	 concentrated	 by	
ultracentrifugation	 at	 40,000	 rpm	 for	 2	 h	 at	 4°C	 (Beckman	 TLA100.3	 rotor).	 The	 pellets	







Viral	 Infection.	 MMP14	 or	 Venus	 Control	 virus	 preparation	 was	 loaded	 into	 pulled	
borosilicate	 glass	 capillaries	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 4µg/ml	 Polybrene	 and	 injected	 into	 the	
lumens	 of	 Hoxb7:cre;Rosa26Tomato/Tomato	 or	 WT	 kidneys	 at	 E11.5	 or	 E12.5.	 This	 was	




Protein	 Extraction	 and	 Preparation.	 Approximately	 6.5	 x	 106	 HEK293	 cells	 were	
transfected	 via	 Polyethylenimine	 (PEI)	with	 15	 µg	 of	MMP14	 or	 15	 µg	 of	 Venus	 Control	
retroviral	vector.	These	cells	were	washed	with	cold	PBS	72	h	after	transfection.	RIPA	lysis	
buffer	 was	 then	 added	 to	 the	 culture	 plates	 and	 the	 cells	 were	 scraped	 off	 with	 a	 cell	
scraper	(BD	Falcon),	collected	into	an	Eppendorf	tube,	and	incubated	for	30	min	at	4°C.	The	
samples	were	 subsequently	 centrifuged	 at	 12,000	 rpm	 for	 10	min	 and	 the	 supernatants	
poured	 into	 new	 Eppendorf	 tubes.	 The	 supernatants	 (Cell	 Lysate)	 and	 the	 pellets	 (Cell	
Debris	with	 cell	membrane	 enrichment)	were	 tested	 for	 protein	 concentration	 using	 the	









12	 V	 for	 45	 min	 using	 an	 ECL	 semi	 dry	 transfer	 unit	 (Amersham	 Biosciences	 TE77).	
Membranes	were	then	rinsed	once	in	1X	PBS/0.05%	Tween-20	(PBST),	blocked	in	3%	milk	
and	 incubated	with	1:2000	 rabbit	 anti-MMP14	primary	antibody	 (Epitomics).	Blots	were	
washed	 for	 10m	 at	 RT	 (3x)	 in	 PBST	 and	 then	 incubated	 for	 3	 h	 with	 Donkey	 HRP-
conjugated	anti-rabbit	(Jackson	ImmuonoResearch)	secondary	antibody	at	a	concentration	






















basis	 of	 ureteric	 bud	 morphogenesis.	 After	 the	 dissociation	 of	 embryonic	 kidneys	 into	
single	 cells	 and	 their	 subsequent	 reaggregation,	 ureteric	 bud	 cells	 self-assemble	 into	 UB	
structures	by	sending	out	long	processes,	migrating	and	aggregating	with	other	UB	cells	to	
form	 epithelial	 vesicles.	 These	 structures	 then	 undergo	 events	 typical	 of	 in	 vivo	 UB	
morphogenesis	 including	 elongation	 into	 single-layered	 epithelial	 tubes,	 luminal	 cell	
division,	terminal	bifurcation,	the	expression	and	maintenance	of	tip	markers	at	the	ends	of	
branching	UB	structures,	and	remodeling	of	older	branch	generations.	We	also	discovered	
that	 ureteric	 bud	 organoids	 experience	 similar	 Ret-signaling-dependent	 cell	
rearrangements	that	are	found	in	engineered	in	vivo	chimeras	and	are	likely	to	be	the	basis	
on	which	the	normal	progenitor	tip	domain	is	established	and	maintained.		When	Sprouty1–
/–	UB	 cells	 (with	 higher	 Ret-signaling)	 were	 mixed	 with	 WT	 UB	 cells	 (with	 lower	 Ret-




signaling,	 with	 a	 strong	 tendency	 of	 WT	 cells	 to	 reside	 in	 UB	 tips.	 These	 results	





a	 suitable	 system	 to	 study	 cell	 rearrangements	 and	 cell	 sorting	 that	 occur	 during	 UB	
morphogenesis.					
Using	 the	 versatile	 renal	 organoid	 system,	 we	 extended	 these	 findings	 to	 include	
Fgfr2,	another	RTK	known	to	be	involved	in	ureteric	bud	morphogenesis	(Zhao	et	al.,	2004;	
Bates,	2011)	and	known	to	synergize	with	the	Ret-signaling	pathway	(Michos	et	al.,	2010;	
Maeshima	 et	 al.,	 2007;	 Okazawa	 et	 al.,	 2015).	 	 Fgfr2UB–/–óWT	 renal	 organoid	 chimeras	
displayed	distinct	domain	segregation,	with	WT	cells	preferentially	residing	 in	 the	tips	of	
branching	UB	structures	at	 the	expense	of	Fgfr2UB–/–	mutant	cells.	As	with	the	 in	vivo	and	
organoid	 chimeric	 data	 reported	 thus	 far	 on	 RTK-signaling,	 this	 suggests	 that	 RTK-
signaling	through	Fgfr2,	as	well,	may	help	UB	cells	properly	organize	in	the	WD	to	form	the	
primary	 tip	 at	 the	 onset	 UB	morphogenesis.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 using	 the	 novel	MASTR	
technique,	mosaic	deletion	of	Fgfr2	during	branching	morphogenesis	(after	the	creation	of	
the	primary	UB)	resulted	in	only	a	slight	reduction	of	mutant	recombinant	cells	in	UB	tips	a	










Mmp14-expressing	 cells	 segregate	 to	 the	 tips	 of	 engineered	mammary	 epithelial	 tubules	
via	cell-autonomous	cell	migration	(Mori	et	al.,	2009).	In	the	developing	kidney,	however,	
this	 does	 not	 seem	 to	 be	 the	 case.	When	we	 generated	 chimeric	 embryos,	 we	 observed	
contribution	of	Mmp14-null	cells	to	the	tips	of	branching	E12.5	and	E14.5	WT	ureteric	buds	
at	a	level	comparable	to	that	seen	in	control	chimeras.	A	retroviral-mediated	upregulation	
of	Mmp14	was	also	attempted	 to	address	 the	potential	 sufficiency	of	Mmp14	 in	affecting	
the	 morphogenetic	 behaviors	 of	 UB	 cells.	 These	 attempts	 failed,	 however,	 as	 retroviral	
delivery	 was	 either	 inefficient	 in	 intact	 kidneys	 or	 toxic	 in	 renal	 organoids.	 Lentiviral	
infection	in	kidney	explants	or	plasmid	transfection	during	renal	organoid	production	may	





mosaic	 renal	 structures	 in	 this	 system,	 by	 the	 simple	 mixing	 of	 cells,	 will	 allow	
investigators	 to	 potentially	 discover	 the	 cell-autonomous	 effects	 of	 RTK-signaling	
mediators	 other	 than	 Ret	 or	 Fgfr2.	 For	 instance,	 Met	 is	 expressed	 in	 the	 UB	 tips	 and	
encodes	an	RTK	for	Hepatocyte	growth	 factor,	 secreted	by	 the	metanephric	mesenchyme	
(Lu	et	al.,	2009;	Ishibe	et	al.,	2009).	During	motor	neuron	development,	Met-signaling	has	
been	shown	to	non-cell-autonomously	regulate	Etv	expression,	which	is	required	to	recruit	






set	up	 the	 conditions	 in	which	properly	 functioning	UB	 tips	 can	 form.	These	possibilities	
could	 be	 tested	 by	 the	 production	 of	 chimeric	 renal	 tissues	 in	which	Met–/–	 UB	 cells	 are	
mixed	with	WT	cells.	Additionally,	very	 little	 is	known	about	 the	role	of	 the	downstream	
effectors	of	RTK-signaling	(such	as	Mmp14)	on	WD	or	UB	cell	behavior	and	how	they	lead	
to	 epithelial	morphogenesis.	 These	 unknown	potential	 functions	 can	 also	 be	 revealed	by	
investigating	 cell	 competition	 in	 mosaic	 organoids.	 Because	 of	 the	 arduous	 nature	 of	
producing	 chimeras	 in	 vivo,	 renal	 organoid	 chimera	 generation	 will	 allow	 for	 a	 higher-
throughput	 analysis	 of	 many	 important	 genes	 that	 may	 form	 the	 cellular	 basis	 of	 UB	
branching	morphogenesis.	Also,	RNA	 interference	has	already	proven	 to	be	useful	 in	 this	
new	 system	 (Unbekandt	 et	 al.,	 2010),	 as	 siRNAs	 and	 other	 large	 molecules	 have	 less	
problems	 of	 penetration	 in	 cell	 suspensions	 than	 they	 do	 in	 intact	 organs.	 Thus,	 the	
downregulation	 of	 a	multitude	 of	 UB-specific	 genes	 could	 be	 leveraged	 to	 create	mosaic	
organoids	on	a	 large	scale.	 In	this	regard,	this	approach	may	possibly	serve	as	a	platform	
for	 the	 introduction	 of	 pharmacological	 agents	 to	 further	 shed	 light	 on	 the	 molecules	
involved	 in	 cell-autonomous	 cell	 behavior	 changes.	 It	 has	 been	 found	 that	 knockout	 of	 a	
single	 gene	 may	 lead	 to	 the	 upregulated	 expression	 of	 related	 or	 redundant	 pathways,	
resulting	 in	 phenotypic	 compensation	 that	 can	 preclude	 any	 study	 of	 cell-autonomous	





bound	 RTK	 in	 the	 UB	 (Ishibe	 et	 al.,	 2009).	 Thus,	 easy	 RNAi-mediated	 double	






RTK-signaling-based	 cell	 competition	may	 be	 an	 evolutionarily	 conserved	mechanism	 of	
epithelial	branching	morphogenesis	(Shakya	et	al.,	2005b;	Kuure	et	al.,	2010;	Ghabrial	et	al.,	
2006;	Cabernard	et	al.,	2005;	Lu	et	al.,	2008),	and	 this	mechanism	may	be	used	 to	refine	




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Green:Red	 pixel	 ratio	 and	 “R/G”	 is	 the	 Red:Green	 pixel	 ratio.	 Includes	 Spry1–/–óWT,	
Ret51/creóWT,	Fgfr2UB–/–óWT,	and	WTóWT	cultures.		
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